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“Jointness should stem from below and not 
be thrust from above. Governments can at 
best act as facilitators. Initiative to implement 
jointness has to be taken by the concerned 
organisations and the people as a whole.”

—A.K. Antony, 
Indian Defence Minister
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“Raytheon can supply 
torpedoes to India.”
—Upinder Dhinsa, Vice 
President, Raytheon 
Integrated Defense 
Systems
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Weapon 
systems are 
designed for 
combat, not 
merely to 
demonstrate 
technological 
prowess.
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India is known to have a rich maritime his-
tory. However, whatever skills may have 
existed in the country got wiped out dur-
ing the prolonged British rule. Thus, at the 

time of Independence, India did not possess 
any worthwhile infrastructure and technical 
expertise which precluded the possibility for 
launch of any significant warship building pro-
grammes. 

Leander Programme
Under the circumstances, it was only natural for 
the Indian Navy (IN) to provide the initiative for 
the emergence of indigenous warship building 
activity. An agreement with the UK for produc-
tion under licence of Leander Class frigates at 
Mazagon Dock Ltd (MDL) laid the foundation 
of warship building in modern India. Success 
of the Leander construction programme was 
a result of collective efforts of the Ministry of 
Defence (MoD), MoD (Production), IN and 
the shipyard. It also resulted in indigenisation 
and brought small scale industry into the fold. 
Earlier, the IN had also created the Corps of 
Naval Constructors whose officers were spe-
cially trained in the field for design, construc-
tion and maintenance of warships.

In 1970, Directorate of Naval Design, a mul-
tidisciplinary organisation of professional naval 
architects, was created. Headed by Director 
General Naval Design (DGND), it was given 
responsibility for undertaking design of all 
types of vessels, a development that augured 
well for the IN. The Surface Ship Design Group 
(SSG) has successfully completed 16 design 
projects, of which more than 70 ships have 
been built indigenously. However, the suc-
cess story was not repeated by the Submarine 
Design Group (SDG) of the organisation. Set 
up in 1986 with officers and staff specially 
trained as part of SSK Scorpene Non-Nuclear 
Submarine Class programme, the SDG ostensi-
bly did not get an opportunity to undertake any 
independent design due to lack of indigenous 
design projects. The decision to only build 
submarines with foreign collaboration further 
impeded its growth.

Indigenous Ship Construction 
Defence sector shipyards under the control 
of MoD (Production) have made a significant 
contribution in the field of indigenous warship 
construction. Together, the shipyards have 
built more than 90 warships for the IN, many 

of which are of indigenous design. MDL, after 
the Leander Class programme, was respon-
sible for building Godavari Class frigates, 
Khukri Class corvettes, training ship INS Tir 
and Delhi Class destroyers. The shipyard is 
currently building complex and sophisticated 
programmes like stealth frigates, follow-on 
destroyers and Scorpene submarines. Garden 
Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GRSE) 
have built three Brahmaputra Class frigates, six 
Sandhayak Class survey vessels, Magar Class 
landing ship tanks, fleet tanker and Fast Attack 
Crafts (FACs). At present, GRSE is engaged 
in building 4 X ASW corvettes. Goa Shipyard 
Limited (GSL) has specialised in construction 
of smaller vessels namely missile corvettes, 
FAC and Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs).

The success story of warship building in 
India notwithstanding, indigenous shipbuilding 
projects have suffered serious cost and time 
overruns. Considering the current high growth 
of India’s economy and the corresponding 
increase in the responsibilities of the IN, it is 
important that those associated with this activ-
ity within and outside the force are prepared to 
meet future challenges.

Considering present and future roadblocks 

The first 2008 
edition of 
SP’s Naval 
Forces is a 
special issue 
for DEFEXPO 
2008. Celebra-
tions are also 
in order as the 
journal, enter-
ing its third 

year, goes bimonthly.

Offering an insight 
into strategies and options for warship build-
ing in India, the cover story traces the origin 
of the current organisation, analyses draw-
backs and suggests a cogent and practical 
blueprint for the future. “Indo-US Maritime 
Cooperation” reveals the key role played by 
1994 Kicklighter Proposals in strengthening 
maritime relationship with the US Navy. The 
Indo-US Malabar series of naval exercises 
have been going on since 1992 and the last 
exercise was held in September 2007, with 
an enlarged participation of five countries. 
The purchase of INS Jalashwa (USS Trenton) 
was a first from the US and hopefully sets the 
trend for further acquisitions. The article on 
surface launched weapons clearly brings out 
the complexity of naval weapons in weapon 
design. The writer contends that a close 
relationship between the user, designer and 
the production agencies is a pre-requisite to 
achieve optimum design results. This issue 
also carries an overview on warship building 
in India, anti-ship missiles, UAVs for the navy, 
India’s relationship with strategic partners 
and preview of Defexpo 2008, besides the 
regular features.

See you at Defexpo 2008, Pragati Maidan, 
hall 18, stand 40.

Editor-in-Chief Jayant Baranwal  
presents a copy of an SP’s publication  
to Defence Minister A.K. Antony
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Core capability 
exists. The problem 
appears to be more 
of management and 
leadership. Agencies 
involved need to  
promote professional 
shipbuilding culture 
at all levels.

Warship Building in India PART I  
STRATEGIES  
& OPTIONS 
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to warship building, it would be pertinent to 
critically examine the present approach in India 
under apex planning, design and construction, 
and then chart an effective course.

Apex Planning for Warship 
Acquisition 
Based on the British model, most of the Indian 
projects were on cost-plus basis, taking into 
account long gestation period, lack of experi-
ence, complexities of the project and need 
to telescope design and construction. These 
contentions were accepted and IN continued 
to secure approvals for its projects with relative 
ease. Such a pragmatic approach was essen-
tial in the initial years of shipbuilding and was 
one of the major factors that enabled shipyards 
to build expertise. This, however, resulted in 
Cabinet approvals despite ‘inadequate platform 
definition’. So in almost all cases, weapons and 
equipment fit—which have immense effect on 
the ship’s definition—as also cost and schedule 
were not finalised before seeking approval. 
This, in turn, resulted in major changes in the 
project definition post-approval.

To correct the anomaly, the Defence 
Procurement Procedure (DPP) was formulated. 
DPP, while recognising the special nature and 

complexities of warship acquisition process, 
attempted to streamline the procurement pro-
cedures by linking procurement of a warship, 
and its weapons and equipment, with the war-
ship design process. However, DPP needs 
to further streamline and clearly stipulate that 
financial approval for any project must be 
considered only after completion of concept 
design, acceptance of the concept and, most 

importantly, after freezing of weapon pack-
age, major machinery and equipment fit for 
the project. All navies, including the IN, would 
like to have the latest weapons on their plat-
forms. However, postponing the decision on 
weapon package only to incorporate the lat-
est weapon systems is counterproductive as 
such a move has proved to be the key reason 
for delay. IN will benefit by selecting weapons 

that have already been developed or are in 
the advanced stages of development. In other 
words, weapon systems that have successfully 
completed user trials should be nominated. 
This should be done on completion of concept 
design and before commencement of prelimi-
nary design. The arrangement should be out-
lined in the DPP as follows:
• In principle, when seeking approval from the 

Maintenance of ships and submarines is a highly technical and 
exacting job. Manuals reveal details of the frequency and tasks 
to be covered during the planned maintenance cycles, or refit, 
as it is called in the navy. Refit can be carried out as early as 
two years depending upon the type of ship and laid out in-
structions. Upgrade or modernisation of ships is carried out as 
part of the mid life update (MLU) and is generally confined to 
weapons and sensors. A ship’s life is generally 25 to 30 years, 
but in Indian conditions it can be stretched to even beyond 
the life cycle laid down by the manufacturer. Thus, the MLU 
update can be any time between 12 to 15 years. At present, 
a comprehensive modernisation package is being taken up 
on the SSK/EKM Class submarines, SNF and Godavari Class 
ships to upgrade weapons and sensors fit during the MLUs. 
While the EKM class modernisation package is being carried 
out at Russian shipyards, work on the remaining platforms is 
progressing in India.

Godavari Class: Godavari, Gomti and Ganga, that came 
into service around 1985-1988, are due for MLU, especially 
for weapons and sensors. The update is being carried out at 
Naval Dockyard, Mumbai largely with fitment of indigenously 
developed sonars, radars and communication systems.

SNF Class Destroyers: This class has five ships—Rajput, 
Rana, Ranjit, Ranvir and Ranvijay—which came into service in 
a phased manner from the early 1980s and are at present un-
dergoing MLUs in India. While surface-to-surface supersonic 
missile BrahMos would boost the fire power considerably, long 
range surface-to-air missile capability with Multi Function Ra-
dar to be jointly developed by Indian and Israeli industry is also 
being considered for fitting out. The new generation Sonars 
HUMSA and USHUS, along with indigenously developed com-
munication and combat management system, would also be 
taken up in phased manner during the MLUs.

SSK Submarines: Of German origin, these submarines were 
introduced in service in the mid-1980s. MLUs being carried 
out in India essentially includes indigenously developed sur-
veillance devices like sonars, communication systems and elec-
tronic support measures, besides replacement of periscope, 
fire control system and so on. MLU of two submarines has 
already been carried out successfully.
 
EKM Submarines: Russia’s Type 877 Kilo Class diesel-elec-
tric submarines have gained the reputation of being extremely 
quiet boats and are in service in various countries, including 
India. India’s Type 877EKM Sindhugosh Class submarines are 
being sent to Russia for modernisation refits since 1997. The 
package includes torpedo tube-launched missiles, radars, fire 
control systems, electronic support measures, periscope, so-
nar and communication systems. The goal is to bring them at 
parity with the more advanced Type 636 improved Kilo Class 
variants, INS Sindhushastra and Sindhurakshak. Reportedly, 
some problems have cropped up relating to the performance 
of submarine-launched Klub missiles which is being referred 
back to the contractor for rectification during the refit.

—Rear Admiral (Retd) S.K. Ramsay

Upgrade Programmes

Warship Building in India Part I ...Continued from page 1

 Continued on page 4

▸▸▸ An agreement with UK to 
produce Leander Class frigates 
under licence at the Mazagon 
Dock laid the foundation for 
warship building in India ◂◂◂
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government or Cabinet Committee on Security 
(CCS) for acquisition of the unit through indig-
enous construction, indicating only the class 
of the ship, role and approximate size together 
with realistic broad schedule of construction 
should be supplied in first instance. This should 
be based on concept exploration studies indi-
cating types of major weapons and propulsion. 
At this stage, necessity and approval to under-
take concept design should be sought.
• Outline Staff Requirements (OSRs) should be 

prepared by naval staff and include options of 
specific weapon and propulsion packages.
• Concept design based on OSRs should be 
undertaken by the Design Authority (DGND). 
Concept design should include extensive 
interaction with prospective vendors of major 
weapons and equipment to seek technical 
data, finalisation of procurement specifications 
and to obtain budgetary cost for each of the 
options.
• Concept selection should result in selection 

of final equipment fit, ship size confirmation, 
realistic cost estimates based on inputs from 
vendors and prospective shipbuilders. Concept 
selection should result in Preliminary Staff 
Requirements (PSRs).
• CCS approval should be sought at this stage 
with realistic cost and realisable schedule. This 
should be a Gate Approval/hold point before 
the commencement of preliminary design by 
the design authority based on PSRs which 
should include specific weapon/machinery/
equipment fit.

Warship Design
Responsible for designing all types of plat-
forms, DGND monitors production of ships 
designed by IN at the highest level and pro-
vides professional guidance to shipyards. 
Envisaged as a centre for excellence and 
adviser to naval staff on all aspects of design 
and construction, DGND has over the years 
developed the capability to design front line 
warships like corvettes, frigates, destroyers 
and so on. These ships have been providing 
useful service to the IN. The designs meet the 
staff requirements and are world class so far 
as basic design/naval architectural aspects, 
strength, stability, sea-keeping and manoeu-
vrability are concerned. However, they fall short 
of the aspirations of naval staff with respect to 
layouts, ergonomics, appearance, quality of 
outfitting and so on. This gap is due to the fol-
lowing constraints:
Training of Design Personnel: Till the late 
1960s, all naval architects received training 
in UK along with the British Royal Corps of 
Naval constructors. Gradually, this trend was 
abandoned in favour of conducting the entire 
training schedule in India, resulting in zero 
exposure to external institutions. Worse, train-
ing in India falls far short of world standards, 
primary reasons being inexperienced profes-
sional naval officers deputed as faculty and the 
low level of research/development activities in 
related fields. Education and training of staff 
engaged in design work also leaves much to 
be desired as training is received largely on 
the job.
Attrition of Experienced Designers: Placing 
naval architects in uniform was a historic deci-
sion, ensuring their retention in service for 20 
years. But this still does not ensure adequate 
continuity in the design organisation due to 
high attrition after the mandatory service, 
fuelled mainly by poor career prospects. 

The projects also suffer delays at the 
design stage because of reasons like:

Delay in nomination of weapon package: 
Few exceptions apart, IN continues to depend 
heavily on foreign sources for major naval 
weapons as indigenous development has 
not yielded significant results. The process of 
contracting imported weapons is time consum-
ing and has been a major factor for causing 
delays during the design/planning stage, 
eventually breaching deadlines for ship con-
struction and resulting in uncontrolled delay 
and cost escalation. 
Decision making at NHQ: Decisions on tech-
nology induction, finalisation of specifications 
and selection/nomination of equipment involve 
several authorities at NHQ. Design organisa-
tion is dependent on these internal linkages 
for critical decisions that are important for 
timely project implementation, even though the 
design organisation itself is a multidisciplinary 
body with naval architecture, marine engineer-

ing and electrical/weapon elements. 
Till the 1980s, this system worked well 

as the designs were relatively simple, were 
heavily based on ships already in service and 
operators/maintainers could make useful con-
tribution. However, with advancement in tech-
nology, increase in complexities and introduc-
tion of system integration concepts, decision  
making requires continuity and exposure to 
current technologies and is thus more  
specialised. In this changed environment, it  
would therefore be to IN’s advantage to 
strengthen design organisation and make it 
autonomous.
Indigenisation & Standards: Even though IN 
has made commendable effort to standardise 
equipment, it has not resulted in enabling 
designers to select even minor equipment and 
fittings without protracted deliberations with 
a multitude of agencies, causing delays that 
spill over to shipyards. With the emergence of 
Commercial Off The Shelf technology, liberali-
sation of economy and globalisation, there is 
no need to spend resources for indigenisation 
or development of non-critical low-value items 
as these are available globally at competitive 
rates. Evidently, the problems faced by the 
design organisation are overwhelming and 
ways have to be found to overcome them. 

(To be concluded.)

Former Director General, Naval Design and 
Director Design, BrahMos Aerospace, the writ-
er is at present the CEO of Naval and Maritime 
Systems Division, Grintex India Ltd.

▸ ▸ ▸  A Leander class frigate 
which was typically built in 5 
years in 60’s can today be built 
in half the time with much high-
er level of complexities ◂ ◂ ◂

Warship Building in India Part I ...Continued from page 3

MAZAGON DOCKS LIMITED
Project Contract Details Delivery

P-15A
Delhi Class

Three ships
Order dated: 27 July, 2001

2010 onwards

P-17
Stealth Frigate

Three ships
Order dated: February 1998

2009, first ship;
2010, next two ships

P-75
Scorpene Submarine

Six submarines
Order dated: 2005

2012, first submarine; one 
submarine per year, thereafter

GARDEN REACH SHIPBUILDERS AND ENGINEERS
Landing Ship Tank (Large) Three ships

Order dated: 3 December, 
2001

December 2006, first
ship delivered;
Q1 2008, second ship;
Q3 2008, third ship

Fast Attack Craft (Water Jet) 10 ships
Order dated: 31 March, 2006

Two ships in 2008; four in 
2009; four in 2010

P-28
Anti-Submarine Warfare 
Corvette

Four ships
Order dated: 31 March, 2003

March 2010, March 2011, 
September 2011,
September 2012

GOA SHIPYARD LIMITED
Naval Offshore Patrol Vessel Four Ships 

Order dated (three ships):
30 March, 2005
Order dated (fourth ship):
15 November, 2007

2010 (March, September and 
December, respectively);
2011, fourth ship

Advanced Off-shore Patrol 
Vessel

Two ships 
Orders dated: March 2004, 
August 2005

February 2008, first ship; 
August 2008, second ship

90 m Off-shore Patrol Vessel Three ships
Order dated: April 2006

April 2009, first ship;
October 2009, second ship;
April 2010, third ship

COCHIN SHIPYARD LIMITED
Indigenous Aircraft Carrier One ship

Order dated: March 2003 
2013

CURRENT SHIPBUILDING PROJECTS
Yard Project Contract Details Delivery Status

Alcock & Ashdown 
Gujarat Ltd

Survey Vessel 
(Catamaran Hull 
Form)

Six ships
Order dated:
28 December, 2006

December 2008, first 
ship; 2009, second to 
fifth; 2010, sixth

Yantar Shipyard P-1135.6 
Talwar Class–
follow on

Three ships
Order dated: 
18 September 2006

April 2011, first ship;
October 2012, second;
April 2012, third 

FUTURE SHIPBUILDING PROJECTS
Yard Project Contract Status Planned Delivery

Fincantieri Italy Fleet Tanker Order likely to be 
placed shortly

Mid-2010

Goa Shipyard Ltd  
(with collaborator)

Mine Counter 
Measures Vessels

Procurement of eight 
ships. Order to be 
placed.

2011 onwards

Goa Shipyard Ltd Sail Training Ship Order likely to be 
placed shortly

Early-2011

YARD CRAFTS & BARGES
Type Total No. Present Status

Bollard Pull Tugs 10T (Four)
25T (One)
50T (Three)

Request for proposals issued.
-do-
-do-

Fuel Barges 1,000T (Four)
500T
(Two plus three)

200T (Three)

Order likely to be placed shortly on Hooghly Docks.
Order placed for two on Shalimar Works, Kolkata.
Contractual delivery October 2008 and April 2009. 
Request for proposal being issued for three addi-
tional.
Request for Proposal being issued.

Water Barges 500T (Five) Contract concluded on February 2006 with Vipul 
Shipyard, Surat. Delivery from end-2008 onwards.

Ferry Crafts 250 men (Two)
50 men (Three)

RFP being issued.
Order likely to be placed shortly on Shalimar 
Works, Kolkata.

A total of more than 100 tugs, barges and other harbour utility crafts are being procured in the 
current five-year plan. These would be built in private sector yards in the country. A few tugs are 
also being procured through global tender.

▸▸▸ Placing naval architects in 
uniform was a historic move, 
ensuring their retention in  
service for 20 years. But it has 
failed to check high attrition 
after the mandatory service ◂◂◂

▸ ▸ ▸  IN efforts to standardise 
equipment has not enabled 
designers to select even minor 
fittings without protracted 
deliberations, causing  
interminable delays ◂ ◂ ◂

Leander Class Frigate
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Role of UAVs

Maritime surveillance is an indis-
pensable aspect of the navy and 
vast areas can only be covered 
by airborne platforms. Earlier, the 

Indian Navy (IN) had only fixed-wing, manned 
aircraft, like the IL-38 and TU-142. But recently, 
a mix of Heron and Searcher unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) of Israeli origin joined the 
fleet, boosting attempts to achieve surveillance 
for 24x7x365 hours. Efforts are on to further 
improve the maritime domain awareness (MDA) 
of the IN by incorporating even more UAVs to 
the fixed-wing manned aircraft. Induction of 
suitable rotary wing UAVs is also being consid-
ered given that the IN’s current lot cannot oper-
ate from ships. The versatile UAVs, together 
with the rotary wing, can undertake several 
roles:
• Reconnaissance, surveillance, targeting and 
intelligence gathering, using a combination of 
infrared/optical sensor and a laser target des-
ignator. 
• Search and rescue as amply proved during 
tsunami search operations in Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. The UAV would home in on 
an emergency beacon and drop a line when 
overhead. 
• It could carry a common data link and serve 
as a radio/data relay platform. 
• Can enable a leap forward in payload sensor 
capability for naval surface fire.   
• Provide real-time battle damage assessment. 

The US Navy is in the process of develop-
ing and introducing UAVs with distinct capa-
bilities—ship-based multi-role endurance, 
unmanned combat, vertical take off and land-
ing, and vertical take off—to execute a wide 
range of roles, including network centric opera-
tions and key enablers for time critical strike 
operations. 

Fixed Wing UAVs

IAI Heron 
The Heron, or Machatz-1, is a Medium Altitude 
Long Endurance (MALE) UAV developed 
by the Malat (UAV) division of Israel Aircraft 
Industries. It is capable of MALE operations 
of up to 52 hours at an approximate height 
of 35,000 ft. It has demonstrated 52 hours of 
continuous flight, but the effective operational 
maximal flight duration is less, due to payload 
and flight profile. A new version called Heron 
TP is in service with the Israel Defence Forces, 
apart from India and Turkey. France operates 
a derivative of Heron named Eagle. Heron 
navigates using an internal GPS receiver, and 
either a pre-programmed flight profile. It can 
autonomously return to base and land in case 
of lost communication with the ground station. 

The system has fully automatic launch and 
recovery, and all-weather capabilities. Heron 
can carry an array of sensors, including infra-
red and visible-light surveillance intelligence 
systems (COMINT and ELINT) and various 
radar systems, totaling up to 250 kg. Heron is 
also capable of target acquisition and artillery 
adjustment. The payload sensors communicate 
with the ground control station in real-time, 
using either direct line of sight data link, or via 
an airborne/satellite relay.

Searcher Mk II 
Searcher Mk II is a multi-mission, tactical UAV 
system used for surveillance, reconnaissance, 
target acquisition, artillery adjustment and 
damage assessment. 

The Searcher Mk II has multiple operational 
configurations to include SAR/GMTI, SIGINT 
and EO/IR; reduced radar detection, opera-
tions in adverse weather conditions, automatic 
takeoff and landing system and state-of-the-art 
avionics. Payloads include electro-optical (TV & 

IR Combi or Triple Sensor TV/IR/LD), Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR), COMINT & ESM 
Integration Capability and can also integrate 
customer furnished payloads. The Searcher Mk 
II can carry a payload of 120 kg for 20 hours 
while covering a range of 300 km at an altitude 
of 23,000 ft.

Vertical Take Off & Landing UAVs
VT, or rotary, UAVs are ideally suited for operat-
ing from the deck as no special arrangements 
have to be made for take off or landing. Some 
examples are:

Northrop Grumman’s RQ/MQ-8 Fire Scout
RQ-8A: The US Navy had withdrawn from 
the RQ-6 Outrider programme in 1998, and 
was looking for a VTUAV to replace the RQ-
2 Pioneer. After a careful survey, Northrop 
Grumman’s Fire Scout was selected in 
February 2000 and a contract for one Fire 
Scout UAV system was issued. The VTUAV, 
which had flown for the first time in unmanned 
configuration in January 2000, was designated 
RQ-8A. The first production model flew in May 
2002. 

Based on the Schweizer Model 330SP 
manned light helicopter, the RQ-8A is powered 
by a derated Rolls-Royce/Allison 250-C20W 
turboshaft engine with three-bladed rotors that 
can be folded for stowage. The Fire Scout is 
equipped with a GPS-based navigation system 
for autonomous operations and the Ground 

Control Station can control three such UAVs 
simultaneously. The line-of-sight range of the 
Ku-Band Tactical Common Datalink is about 
280 km. The payload for reconnaissance and 
targeting mission is an integrated Northrop 
Grumman Electro-Optical/Infrared/Laser 
Designator & Rangefinder system. 
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Performance 
Parameters

RQ-8A MQ-8B

Length 6.98 m  
(22 ft 11 in)

Rotor  
diameter

8.38 m  
(27 ft 6 in)

Height 2.87 m  
(9 ft 5 in)

Weight Max: 1,200 
kg (2,650 lb);
Empty: 661 
kg (1,457 lb)

Max: 1,430 
kg (3,150 lb)

Speed 231 km/h 
(144 mph)

Ceiling 6,100 m 
(20,000 ft)

Endurance 5 hours > 8 hours

Propulsion Rolls-Royce/Allison 250-
C20W turboshaft; 310 kW 
(420 shp)

Note: The above data are approximations.

IAI Heron: Performance Parameters
Maximum speed: 207 km/h (113 knots,  
130 mph) 

Range: 3,300 km (1,872 nm, 2,063 mi) 

Service ceiling: 10,000 m (32,800 ft) 

Rate of climb: 150 m/min (492 ft/min) 

Wing loading: 200 kg/m (40.9 lb/ft) 

It’s time the Indian Navy plans and inducts shore- and ship-based UAVs and VTUAVs to fulfil roles  
like targeting and intelligence gathering

LT  G E N  ( R E T D )  N A R E S H  C H A N D

UAVs for the Indian Navy

(Clockwise from top left) Northrop Grumman’s Fire Scout and Shiebel’s Camcopter 
are in the running for the IN’s rotary wing UAV requirement; the IAI’s Searcher
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MQ-8B: Northrop Grumman had also pro-
posed an improved version called Sea Scout 
(MQ-8B) which would be fitted with a four-
blade rotor for increased payload and mission 
duration, and carry precision-guided air-to-sur-
face missiles. In January 2004, the MQ-8B was 
selected by the US Army for Future Combat 
System Unmanned Aerial System requirement 
even as the Navy chose the VTUAV to support 
its Littoral Combat Ship vessels. Both the pro-
grammes are current and the total (army, navy 
combined) requirement has now touched 192 
MQ-8B aircraft. 

Deck Operated UAVs

Boeing’s ScanEagle
Weighing 40 lbs, ScanEagle was designed 
for continuous mission of 15-plus hours, cruis-
ing at speed of 50 kt at an altitude of 5,000 
m. The system was designed for autonomous 
field operation and carries a payload of 6 kg. 
It can be launched and retrieved over any ter-
rain, including naval operations. The UAV is 
equipped with nose-mounted inertial-stabilised 
camera turret, designed to track an object of 
interest for extended periods of time. The gim-
bal carries either zoom CCD or IR sensor. 

Equipped with removable avionics bay 
and two expansion slots allowing seamless 
payload integration, the ScanEagle has been 
used extensively by the US Marine Corps in 
Iraq. Since August 2006, various new systems 
have been incorporated to include the DRS 
Technologies E6000 infrared camera, improv-
ing the UAV’s capabilities from a 320x240 pixel 
resolution fixed camera with an 18-degree field 

of view to a 640x480 camera. 
Some of the add-ons include enhanced 

resolution to support a digital zoom view of 
7.5 degrees and an inertially stabilised turret, 
offering a factor of 5 improvement in distur-
bance rejection. A Block D prototype was 
recently tested in a basic configuration, flying 
on a continuous 22-hour mission, apart from 
other improvements. 

Recently, the naval version was tested 
on USS Oscar Austin. The primary mission 
of the ScanEagle is to provide intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance support to 
the Oscar Austin and Harry S Truman Carrier 
Strike Group. ScanEagle is launched by a 
pneumatic wedge catapult launcher and flies 
off pre-programmed computerised files or by 
operators to initiate the mission. For retrieval, 

a ‘Skyhook’ system is used, where the UAV 
catches a rope that is hanging from a 50-ft 
high pole.

Clearly, it’s time the IN plans and inducts 
shore- and ship-based UAVs and VTUAVs for 
not only cost effective MDA, but to fulfil other 
roles like targeting and intelligence gathering, 
search and rescue, and real-time battle dam-
age assessment. 

▸ ▸ ▸  Recently, a mix of Heron 
and Searcher unmanned  
aerial vehicles of Israeli origin 
joined the Indian Navy fleet,  
boosting attempts to achieve 
surveillance for 24x7x365 
hours. Efforts are on to  
further improve maritime 
domain awareness by  
incorporating more UAVs. ◂ ◂ ◂
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SP’s: What are the projects being consid-
ered by Raytheon and under discussion with 
officials of the three services and the Indian 
government?
Dhinsa: In the long run, we hope the Indian 
government, industry and services will look 
to Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems 
as a preferred partner. Fortunately, we have 
achieved several export approvals for technol-
ogy and knowledge transfer to India. At the 
same time, we are listening and learning from 
the customers here—the coast guard, the navy, 
the army—to really understand how we can do 
better, how we can establish partnerships, how 
we can work with local companies and actually 
collaborate with them. Our efforts will focus on 
joint development, joint production and future 
growth for the two countries.

SP’s: In short, your responsibilities encom-
pass all the three services and even more. 
Dhinsa: Integrated Defence Systems (IDS) 
absolutely covers the broad range. IDS are 
known for that. We are integrators of large plat-
forms or systems within Raytheon. I represent 
that leadership team lead by IDS President 
Dan Smith and we are responsible for the inte-
gration of these advanced systems, both for 
the US and around the world. You are right in 
observing that in the US, Raytheon has other 
operations. Network Centric Systems (NCS), 
Raytheon Missile Systems, Intelligence and 
Information Systems (IIS), Space and Airborne 
Systems (SAS), Raytheon Technical Services 
(RTSC)—they showcase unique expertise. But 
IDS, from the platform standpoint, bring it all 
together. IDS can clearly address the require-
ments of the Navy, Army and even Air Force 
through Joint Battle Space Integration, an area 
in which we are taking the lead even in the US.

SP’s: In India, what is the scope or potential 
in IDS?
Dhinsa: There is massive scope in India for 
IDS, including in the Navy, the Army, the Air 
Force and the Coast Guard, domain and situ-
ational awareness and asset protection. It can 
even include some of our applications in the 
medical field as well as some of the applica-
tions that may ultimately go into agriculture.

SP’s: What do you mean by asset protection?
Dhinsa: Asset protection essentially means 
safeguarding a key site. It could be an ancient 
relic, government buildings, a very important 
oil platform—any kind of asset. It could also 
be docks, shipyards and so on. Asset protec-
tion could be through situational and domain 
awareness to increase awareness of what is 
around you to be able to make decisions with 
real information available real time. 

SP’s: Getting back to the structural aspect, 
Raytheon’s experience has primarily been 
related to maritime and land transport sys-
tems. What has been your experience in air 
space systems?
Dhinsa: IDS would be heavily involved in 

air defence, as also missile defence. But for 
electronic warfare in air defence, the requisite 
expertise within Raytheon rests with space 
and air borne systems. When we talk about air 
defence, we are also talking about anti-air war-
fare. We also address protection of any fleet 
from an air attack. And that’s an area in which 
IDS boasts of excellent capabilities. 

In maritime, our command and control sys-
tems are fitted on all US submarines. Raytheon 
is also into a partnership with Australia and 
delivering systems on the Collins class sub-
marine—a very successful programme. We 
are the sole providers of torpedoes to the US 
and have delivered over 30,000 torpedoes 
worldwide to 27-plus countries. Raytheon is 
the leader in torpedo technology. In naval mat-
ters, ship electronics integration is another 
area Raytheon leads in. With Raytheon’s ship 
systems integration experience, we are able 
to provide the interoperability and commonal-
ity that is critical for the US Navy, our NATO 
partners and other allies. This interoperability 
provides operational flexibility for our partners 
as well as helps to keep systems affordable. 
We are the electronics integrators for the land-
ing platform dock (LPD) Amphibious Class of 
ships, three more of which have been request-
ed by India. We are also the ship systems inte-
grators for aircraft carriers in the US and also 
for the multi-mission destroyer, the new DDG 
1000. SSDS Mark 2, equipped with a combat 
management system, is the latest Raytheon 
system on the majority of the current and 
future ships. It is a state-of-the-art system and 
we have similar combat management systems 
for submarines.

Moving to domain awareness, Raytheon’s 
Athena Multi-Domain Awareness System 
is equipped with phenomenal capability to 
execute situational awareness and domain 
awareness. Athena is a perfect example for 
Raytheon’s integration capabilities.  By using 
the information from any number of new or 
existing sensors, integrating that information 
with multiple existing data bases, Athena can 
provide the decision-makers “real time” situ-
ational awareness, the picture they need, in 
time, to make the right decision.  This capabil-
ity can be used to monitor borders, ports, or 
even scaled to help during natural disasters. 
Athena is reliable, scalable and affordable.  By 
integrating vast amounts of data, it can provide  
critical, usable information that is needed in 
today’s security environment.

We also have the Rapid Aerostat Initial 
Deployment (RAID) systems deployed over-
seas. These systems are mounted on an  aero-
stat or a tower, affording it interconnectivity 
and interlink. Raytheon, therefore, brings about 
seamless integration of all the systems and 
have these tucked to each other effectively.

SP’s: What has been Raytheon’s contribution 
to Thales Raytheon Maritime Systems?  
How has the transatlantic joint venture 
panned out?
Dhinsa: The joint venture has executed sev-

eral programmes together and is doing well. 
There is a good partnership in many areas. 
As in any business, we compete head on, but 
then many times we collaborate with each 
other. I would say that there is more competi-
tion than collaboration. 

SP’s: Thales has also been known for elec-
tronics and occupies the No. 2 spot after 
Raytheon.
Dhinsa: Raytheon is the number one defence 
electronics supplier in the world with a huge 
R&D investment.

SP’s: What is your share of R&D investment?
Dhinsa: R&D investment varies. In certain 
cases, depending on the technology and if 
there is a special technology, we make sig-
nificant investment. It also varies from year to 
year depending on the area and the technol-
ogy web we are focused on. Some years it 
could be a higher percentage, other years 
it could be steady. But we get a good share 
of the government’s business. We have won 
these programmes against very good compa-
nies based on our performance and by offer-
ing really innovative solutions. Winning against 
the big US companies is not easy but we do 
that through superb programme performance 
that ultimately help reduce costs. We focus on 
developing and designing systems that are 
not short term but actually save costs over the 
life of the ship or a submarine. That’s why we 
call it the ‘whole life’ concept, and we have 
mastered certain techniques in the area.

SP’s: Indian Navy Chief Admiral Sureesh 
Mehta recently pointed out that normally, 
the average life for a war ship or carrier is 25 
years but can be prolonged to 35. INS Viraat 
is about 40 years and Kitty Hawk even more. 
But he also emphasised that it needs elec-
tronics updation at least once in 10 years.

Dhinsa: A very solid partnership between the 
shipbuilder and the electronics’ provider is 
absolutely essential. And I don’t mean elec-
tronic products provider, I mean electronics 
systems integrator like Raytheon. Raytheon’s 
view has been that first the mission should be 
defined. What is the mission of a particular 
ship? An aircraft carrier has a different mission 
than a destroyer or a frigate. Once the mission 
is defined, it dictates what systems should be 
selected and the systems in turn dictate what 
the hull should be like. One of Raytheon’s  
success has been in the development of open 
architecture. We take pride in having devel-
oped systems with total open architecture 
where we do not have to tear apart the entire 
ship in mid-life and completely overhaul it. We 
can actually modernise it without having to 
tear it apart. So if it’s a 25-year lifecycle, we 
can easily extend it with electronics upgrade 
once every two to three years as needed. That 
fast. Therefore, the need to have a systems 
integration thought process to decide on 
ways to incorporate these innovative changes 
in a timely and most cost effective manner. 
Raytheon has developed this large system 
engineering process and is willing to share it 
with India as part of our knowledge sharing 
programme.

SP’s: Wouldn’t increased frequency of 
accreditation attract more cost factors?
Dhinsa: Actually it would reduce cost over time 
because of the pace at which electronics is 
developing. One does not need to upgrade all 
aspects of it all the time and instead, improve 
on the unique aspects of key systems like 
SATCOM, radars, quality of life, antenna  
systems, Voice Over IP and automation. Many 
of the ship control systems last a long time. 
Any system that’s developed must have the 
capability to be able to upgrade without much 
cost or overhaul.

‘Raytheon can supply 
TORPEDOES  
to India’
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In a candid interview to SP’s, the Vice President of Maritime 
Mission Systems of Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems, 
Upinder Dhinsa, outlines the challenges and opportunities 
India presents for the company’s ambitious plans

Raytheon’s AQS-20A minehunting system
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SP’s: What new technology pertaining to 
Network Centric Warfare (NCW) is Raytheon 
planning to introduce?
Dhinsa: We are pursuing the NCO programme 
for which the Indian Navy has recently issued 
a request for proposal. We are gearing up to 
respond to that. From network perspective, our 
Athena/MSCT system (maritime domain aware-
ness programme) has that capability whereby 
we can actually network many other systems. 
Once the Indian armed forces decide how 
they want to deploy these, we can continue 
to enhance the systems. Because of open 
architecture design our knowhow, knowledge 
base and innovation over the years is not just 
about how to enhance systems but also to 
provide information in an accurate and timely 
manner, and actually integrate into all the other 
systems for which we are getting approvals 
from the US, including the three LPDs that 
have many of these capabilities. Our combat 
management system (SSDS MKII) approved 
for export to India is fully integrated with the 
Athena System.

SP’s: USS Trenton has already been 
acquired. What is your involvement in this 
LPD?
Dhinsa: We have our radar on it. In fact, we 
very actively supported the US government’s 
needs. IDS is also in the process of delivering 
10 new LPD ships to the US Navy. Washington 
is in fact looking forward to offering the technol-
ogy and ships to India as a partner.

SP’s: The Indian armed forces are going to 
strengthen NCW capability in the future. 
Does Raytheon see this as an opportunity to 
fill the gap and emerge a dominant player?
Dhinsa: We clearly are leaders in this area 
because we are able to work all four services 
(including the coast guard) and focus solely 
on electronics. We are a technology leader 
because all our investment goes in systems 
and electronics. Once a platform has been 
selected by any country or company, our job 
is to bring life to that platform. Good analogy, I 
sometimes say, is like wine. It’s the contents of 
the bottle that appraise the price of the wine. 
Raytheon’s technology leadership will clearly 
enhance warfare capability.

SP’s: India’s offset policy in defence pro-
curement has generated considerable buzz 
among big players and OEMS with regard to 
potential business opportunities. How does 
Raytheon hope to exploit this opportunity?
Dhinsa: Raytheon absolutely plans to be part-
ners with India. And to establish long-term ties, 
we have to partner with the local industry, gov-
ernment, PSUs, and other entities. We abso-
lutely believe in that. We already have plans 
to transfer the advanced systems engineering 
knowledge base to India. That’s how we run all 
our programmes. So, part of our offset thought 
process is we could take engineers from here 
and train them in the US, and vice versa bring 
engineers from there over here. Besides, we 
will also consider aspects of any product, any 
capability that can actually be performed in 
India. We believe in and support the offset 
programme. We are ready to indulge in mean-
ingful and necessary technological areas—be 
it defence, medical, agriculture, situational  or 
domain awareness.

SP’s: Does Raytheon have any plans to offer 
torpedoes to India, either through the Indian 
DRDO or directly to the Indian Navy?
Dhinsa: Absolutely. We have approval to pro-
vide torpedoes to India. Now it is very much 
up to India to select and decide. Our torpe-
does are state-of-the-art, unmatched and we 
have delivered 30,000 torpedoes worldwide to 
27-plus countries. Not a single company can 
match those numbers. We discussed the idea 
with the DRDO and companies like Bharat 
Dynamics Limited.

SP’s: Russia has been the principal supplier 
of defence equipment to India for over four 
decades. When you say Raytheon plans on 
consolidating its position in India, what are 
the key strategies you have in mind?

Dhinsa: Three or four factors make a differ-
ence at the end of the day. Admittedly, the 
Soviet Union has been providing technology 
for a long time to India, but we are focused 
on how we will do it. Raytheon will offer the 
technology advantage that the company has 
always enjoyed. Competitive pricing is a key 
part of any business and we are also focused 
on that. But our strategy goes much beyond 
and includes sharing some of the tools and 
processes we have developed and that India 
can deploy in other areas, not just the defence 
sector. Systems engineering knowledge on 
how to manage large, huge systems can be 
applied to economic power plants, manage-
ment of infrastructure, transportation and so on. 
What Raytheon is proposing is way beyond just 
a slight price advantage. And it’s not just for 
India. Once India becomes a strong player in 
our systems engineering tools and processes, 
she can even grow and expand its own export 
to countries it enjoys relationships with. So the 
core of our success is way beyond just simple 
technology edge or a pricing edge and much, 
much bigger than just a price war.

SP’s: Considering the present Indian defence 
scenario and market challenges, what fac-
tors would you consider most daunting for 
information aspirants looking to penetrate 
and capture a slice of the pie?
Dhinsa: Several. One factor that we as new 

entrants need to comprehend is India’s needs. 
Yet another basic aspect is language. We 
all speak English, but it is very important for 
both sides to ask questions and clarifications 
to achieve the same level playing field. Many 
times we may assume we understood what 
the other person was saying. So, one of the 
challenges is for us to actually listen to the 
customer needs, listen to what the customer 
or partners are looking for. Moreover, we at 
Raytheon are very clear and proud of our eth-
ics. What we say we mean, what we mean we 
say. There are no agendas. This is part of our 
values, our behaviour and our culture. Another 
very important aspect of Raytheon IDS’ vision, 
value, mission, goals is community. In the US, 
we are very heavily involved in community. 
Here, too, our goal would be to offer whatever 
we can for the community whether the busi-
ness is won or not. I also hope that some deci-
sions can be taken a bit quicker but we’ll have 
to just wait and see. We want to build trusting 
relationships, whereby our partners and cus-
tomers in India approach Raytheon first when 
they have a question or a problem they want to 
sort out. That would be my ultimate goal.

SP’s: Has Raytheon entered into any collabo-
ration, MoU or any other business tie-up with 
Indian private or public sector companies?
Dhinsa: In the last few weeks, we inked sev-
eral collaborations with companies like Larsen 

& Toubro and we are working with Tatas and 
others to expand. We started the process a few 
years back, when we sent across a team to 
evaluate companies, and will continue to evalu-
ate and partner with more companies as we 
understand our customer’s requirements. 

SP’s: Raytheon is involved in the F-16 and 
F-18 programmes that are frontrunners in 
India’s drive to acquire Medium Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft (MMRCA). Your comments.
Dhinsa: Yes, Raytheon Company Space 
Airborne Systems is involved in both of them 
and the MMRCA project is very important to us.

SP’s: What market opportunity is Raytheon 
hoping to attract in India?
Dhinsa: There are significant opportunities in 
various areas besides just the defence sector. 
We are looking at aerospace, air defence, mis-
siles, ship submarine torpedoes and sensor 
systems, sonar systems and radars. We are 
also considering taking technologies we have 
developed and applying these to agriculture, 
medical and infrastructure. There is also big 
potential in what I call reverse knowledge 
transfer. By that I mean there are practices we 
could pick up from here, learn from here and 
eventually apply in the US. It’s not a one-way 
transition, but a genuine, win-win partnership 
that works both ways and that’s what a long-
term partnership is all about. 

Raytheon’s Athena Multi-Domain Awareness System

Raytheon’s Virginia Class submarine with MK 48 Heavyweight Torpedo
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Modern anti-ship missiles, particu-
larly sea skimmers, present a very 
serious threat to any surface ves-
sels. Small size, low signatures 

and flight profile make these very difficult to 
detect and even more difficult to track. Anti-
ship attack was one of the principal missions 
that drove the early development of guided 
weapons in World War II. The Fritz-X, HS-293 
and Bat were designed for attacks on ships 
from aircraft operating at high altitude and out 
of range of naval air defence. Interest in guided 
anti-ship weapons declined after the war due 
to limitations in the available guidance technol-
ogy. But by late 1960s, interest in guided muni-
tions had revived and navies were beginning 
to take an interest in anti-ship missiles. Since 
then, anti-ship missiles have come into wide 
use with most of the world’s navies.

Anti-ship Missile Technology
Germans emerged pioneers in the field with 
the development of Fritz-X and HS-293 glide 
bombs, but these were guided weapons that 
could be used against any target. The US 
Bat was the true ancestor of the modern anti-
ship missile as it used a radar seeker to lock 
on to its target and carry out fire-and-forget 
attack. During the 1950s, wire-guided missiles 
were developed for carriage by helicopters 
and fixed-wing aircraft for attacks on ground 
and naval targets but these had their limita-
tions. The first modern anti-ship missiles were 
deployed in the 1960s and had a guidance 
system to include a gyroscopic INS, radar 
altimeter and a terminal seeker. These were 
autonomous, and fire-and-forget. Larger anti-
ship missiles were normally powered with tur-
bojet, while the smaller ones were powered by 
solid fuel rocket motors.

Current Anti-Ship Missiles

Harpoon: The McDonnell Douglas AGM-84D 
Harpoon was originally developed for the US 
Navy, but in 1983 the same was adapted for 
use on B-52H bombers. It can be used from 
P-3 Orion, F-111 C, F-18, aboard the FFG 
frigates, the DDG destroyers and the Oberon 
Class submarines. The Harpoon, first deployed 
in 1985, is an all-weather, over-the-horizon, 
anti-ship missile system which is smokeless. It 
has a low-level, sea-skimming cruise trajectory, 
active radar guidance and is designed like a 

warhead. It has a range in excess of 67 NM 
and a 227 kg penetration blast warhead The 
Harpoon is the world’s most successful anti-
ship missile and is in service with the armed 

forces of 27 countries. It 
has been upgraded over 

the years and is now available as the Harpoon 
Block II. 
Exocet: The name Exocet comes from the 
French word Exocoetidae, meaning fly-
ing fish. Development began in 1967 as a 
ship-launched missile named MM 38. The 
air-launched Exocet was developed in 1974 
and entered service with the French Navy 
five years later. The missile is designed to hit 
large warships. It is guided inertially in mid-
flight and turns on active radar late in its flight 
to find and hit its target. Its solid propellant 
engine gives the Exocet a maximum range of 
70 km. The Exocet has a number of versions: 
• MM38 (surface-launched) The Harpoon (below) and Exocet by MBDA (above)

PACKING A  
DEADLY PUNCH
The Harpoon is the world’s most successful anti-ship missile 
and is in service with the armed forces of 27 countries
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▸ ▸ ▸  The first modern anti-ship 
missiles were deployed in the 
1960s. Large anti-ship missiles 
were powered with turbojet, 
while the smaller ones had 
solid fuel rocket motors. ◂ ◂ ◂

▸ ▸ ▸  Anti-ship attack drove 
early development of guided 
weapons in WW II. After the war, 
interest in anti-ship weapons 
declined due to inadequate 
guidance technology ◂ ◂ ◂
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• AM39 (air-launched) 
• SM39 (submarine-launched) 
• MM40 (surface-launched) 

The newest MM40 version (MM40 Block 3) 
has an improved range of 180 km. The Exocet 
saw combat again during the Falklands and 
Iran-Iraq wars. 
Otomat: The Otomat anti-ship missile was 
developed by a collaboration between OTO-
Melara of Italy and Matra Defense of France in 
the early 1970s. Turbojet powered, Otomat has 
a range of 60 km with Mk-1 and 180 km with 
Mk-2, and can be launched by attack craft and 
shore batteries. The Otomat has emerged a 

popular weapon and has been sold to a num-
ber of countries.
Sea Eagle: BAE’s Sea Eagle is a conven-
tional modern anti-ship missile. It is turbojet 
powered, skims over wave tops using a radar 
altimeter with direction by an INS, and has a 
radar terminal seeker. It has a programmable 
guidance system providing a large set of 
cruise, search and attack option within a range 
of 110 km. The Sea Eagle was eventually 

qualified for operation on RAF Tornado GR-1B 
and Indian Air Force Jaguar strike fighters. The 
Indian Navy also operates the Sea Eagle with 
Sea King helicopters but are now looking for 
replacements.
Gabriel: Israel Aircraft Industries developed 
the Gabriel series of ship-launched and air-
launched anti-ship missiles that were extensive-
ly used in the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Gabriel III 
is the latest with both ship-launched and air-

launched versions, and a range of 60 km. 
BrahMos: BrahMos is a supersonic anti-ship 
cruise missile that can be launched from 
submarine, ship aircraft and land. It is an 
Indo-Russian joint venture. The missile can be 
launched either in vertical or inclined position, 
can cover 360 degrees and has identical con-
figuration for land, sea and sub-sea platforms. 
It has a speed of Mach 2.5 to 2.8, range of 290 
km and a war head of 300 kg. 

The missile could: 
•  Take a dogleg course to the target to attack a vessel from an 

unexpected direction
•  Be programmed to perform various search patterns 
•  Be pre-programmed with a “bias”, such as an inclination, to 

search either left or right of the programmed flight path 
• Take evasive manoeuvres during terminal attack phase 
•  Use “frequency-agile” radar seeker to make itself more difficult 

to detect
•  Be programmed to perform one of several possible attack 

modes
•  Carry out threat analysis to determine which of several possible 

targets to attack

Improvements in guidance systems

•  SAAB “Robot-Byran (RB) 04”: High subsonic, with a range 
of 32 km.

•  RBS-15: Adapted for air launch as “RBS-15F”, was high 
subsonic, with a range of 200 km. 

•  AS-12: A popular weapon in the 1980s, it was smaller than 
most modern anti-ship missiles and had a speed of 370 
kmph and a range of 8 km; deployed in Falklands War by 
both sides. 

•  British Aerospace “Sea Skua”: Anti-ship missile designed 
for helicopter launch with high subsonic speed and a range 
of 15 km, it was used effectively during the Falklands War.

•  Penguin Mark 2 Mod 7: Operational with helicopters of 
the Norwegian, US, Greek and Australian navies. In the US, 
it is designated the “AGM-119B” is high subsonic with a 
range of 27 km.

Some older systems

PACKING A  
DEADLY PUNCH
The Harpoon is the world’s most successful anti-ship missile 
and is in service with the armed forces of 27 countries
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▸ ▸ ▸  Launched either in  
vertical or inclined position, 
th BrahMos can cover 360 
degrees and has identical  
configuration for land, sea  
and sub-sea platforms ◂ ◂ ◂
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Navies are distinct from other armed 
forces in that they generally oper-
ate outside national boundaries. 
Unlike air and land domains, where 

national boundaries determine a nation’s neigh-
bours, any maritime nation that possesses an 
ocean going navy is a potential neighbour. 
Thus, as navies all operate in international 
waters—also known as the “High Seas” which 
cover over 70 per cent of the oceans—these 
frequently come into contact with other navies. 
Initiating professional interaction between 
navies is, therefore, easier to achieve. In fact, 
considering the commonality of most maritime 
operations, establishing such contact comes 
naturally to most navies.

Professional interaction
Joint exercises, either as part of a coopera-
tive arrangement or scheduled from time to 
time, are the oft employed means of interaction 
aimed primarily at enhancing interoperability 
and for confidence-building to allay miscon-
ceptions and promote better understanding of 
distinct objectives. Whilst providing a platform 
to showcase one’s professional competence, 
such exercises also present an opportunity to 
learn from “best practices” implemented by 
other navies as also exchange ideas on various 
facets of maritime operations. Such exchanges 
enable the benchmarking of a navy’s proficien-
cy levels, something difficult to achieve if oper-
ations are limited to within its own formations.

Post Independence, the Indian Navy 
(IN) participated regularly in the annual 
Joint Exercises Trincomalee (JET) with other 
Commonwealth navies. These exercises 
ceased in the mid-1960s. Thereafter, the IN 
remained insular, engaging in little interaction 
with other navies. With the end of the Cold War, 
the international strategic scenario underwent 
major changes and the IN, too, started looking 
outwards. The 1990s witnessed an upsurge in 
the level of interaction with other navies and a 
wide range of naval cooperation commenced 
in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) and beyond, 
including basic level Passing Exercises or 
PASSEXs (usually conjoined with its overseas 
deployments or ship visits) and a series of 
higher level annual exercises. While some of 
these interactions were initiated by the IN, 
many were at the behest of other major navies 
due to growing recognition of the IN’s high lev-
els of professionalism.

Of all the engagements, the most intense 
has been the one with the US Navy, formalised 
in 1994 as a result of Kicklighter proposals that 
had mooted greater engagement between the 
armed forces of the two countries as part of the 
US post-Cold War decision to maintain ‘coop-
erative engagement’ with militaries of friendly 
countries. This resulted in the Agreed Minutes 
of Defence Relations of 1995 for expansion of 
defence cooperation between the US and India 
and service-to-service military exchanges. The 
follow up measures set up joint mechanisms 
such as the three-service Executive Steering 
Groups (ESGs), the Joint Technical Group 
and the Defence Policy Group (DPG, the apex 
policy-making body). The DPG’s charter is to 
review issues of joint concerns (such as post-
Cold War security planning) and respective 
policy perspectives, provide policy guidance 
to the joint technical group supporting coop-
eration in defence research and production, 

resolve policy issues raised by the service-to-
service steering groups, and promote senior 
level civilian exchanges and joint seminars on 
defence and security issues. The ESGs, on 
the other hand, work on the modalities of the 
respective single service interactions.

Navy-to-navy engagement was initiated 
even before these structures were set up, 
due both to the recognition of India’s strategic 
location astride the IOR’s sea lines of com-
munications as also its growing competence. 
The maritime domain was also considered to 
be the most conducive for military interaction. 
The Indian and US Navies have, thus, engaged 
annually in a series of joint exercises code-
named Malabar, since the first exercise in 1992 
was conducted off the Malabar Coast. Initially, 
these exercises commenced at a very basic 
level to permit the two navies to assess mutual 
competence levels, establish interoperability 
and also build confidence. After a short break 
between 1998 and 2001, the Malabar series of 
naval exercises recommenced in 2002 and in 

a short period of five years, rapidly progressed 
to a fairly advanced level of multi-dimensional 
interaction as is seen today. Post 9/11, the US 
requested India in 2002 to assist in escort-
ing its high-value ships through the Malacca 
Straits as protection against terrorist threat. This 
was evidently in recognition of the role India 
was considered capable of playing towards 
augmenting Malacca security. The then Pacific 
Commander (at present, the US Chief of Naval 
Operations), Admiral Gary Roughead, also reit-
erated this view during his visit to India in 2004.

Over the years, not only has the duration 
of the exercises increased, so has the scope 
and level of professional interaction. The exer-
cise in 2002, held after a prolonged break, 
saw the two navies undertake fairly advanced 
multi-dimensional exercises, including Anti-
Submarine Warfare, Replenishment at Sea, 
Cross Decking of Integral Helicopters and 
other manoeuvres. Subsequently, there has 
been a steady rise in the levels of the exercises 
conducted. In 2005, for the first time, carriers 
participated from both sides with the Nimitz 
and Viraat leading their respective flotillas. USS 
Santa Fe, a Los Angeles Class nuclear attack 
submarine, also took part and the exercises 
reached a new level of complexity. Malabar 
2005, thus, saw the two navies undertaking 
Sea Control Missions in addition to the regular 
exercises.

The Malabar interaction received a boost 
with the conclusion of the US-India ‘New 
Framework for Bilateral Defence Relations’ in 
June 2005 and the Indo-US Framework for 
Maritime Security Cooperation that was agreed 
on between Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 
and President George W. Bush in early 2006. 
The two agreements, of which the Malabar 
exercises have become the most significant 

symbol, were premised on a shared inter-
est in IOR security. As articulated by Admiral 
Roughead, the then Commander of the Pacific 
Theatre, during his visit to India in May 2006, 
both navies share a view that security and 
stability on the world’s oceans is vital to their 
country’s prosperity, regional prosperity and 
ultimately global prosperity. 

As stated in the June 28, 2005 Defence 
Agreement, the relationship between India and 
the US has entered a new era. It goes on to 
state that the defence ties shared by the two 
nations derive from a common belief in free-
dom, democracy and the rule of law; and seeks 
to advance shared security interests, including:
• Maintaining security and stability
• Defeating terrorism and violent religious 
extremism
• Preventing the spread of weapons of mass 
destruction and associated materials, data and 
technologies 
• Protecting the free flow of commerce via land, 
air and sea lanes

The agreement also advocates enhanced 
interaction between the militaries of the 
two countries by way of joint exercises and 
exchanges, collaboration in multinational oper-
ations when in their shared interest, consolida-
tion of capabilities of the respective militaries 
to enhance security and combat terrorism, and 
enhancing the ability to respond jointly to natu-
ral disasters. The emphasis on maritime coop-
eration was inevitable considering that majority 
of global trade and commerce is conducted 
through the medium of the oceans. Moreover, 
most of the other envisaged joint missions, 
such as disaster relief operations, have a 
significant maritime component. Interaction 
between navies, as stated earlier, is the easi-
est to undertake. The annual Malabar series of 
exercises have continuously grown in scope as 
also duration as a result of these agreements. 

The year 2007 saw heightened interaction 
as, for the first time, two Malabar Exercises 
were conducted. Further, widening of the 
participation saw the hitherto bilateral interac-
tion evolve into a multilateral engagement. 
Two Japanese ships joined the IN and the 
USN fleets for a joint exercise off Tokyo, post 
Malabar 07-1 (which was held off Okinawa). 
This interaction took place during the IN’s 2007 
overseas deployment to East Asia, also the first 
time that Malabar was conducted outside the 
Indian Ocean. Malabar 07-2 was path-breaking 
in that it graduated from a pure bilateral exer-
cise to a multilateral five nation exercise with 

ships from Australia, Japan and Singapore also 
participating. This was the first time after the 
JET exercises that the IN was participating in 
multilateral exercises. It was also much larger 
in scope, with 28 ships from the five navies tak-
ing part, including three carriers, the USS Kitty 
Hawk and the USS Nimitz which joined the INS 
Viraat. The ships undertook a series of high-
level multi-dimensional exercises, probably the 
most advanced level of inter-navy interaction 
that can be undertaken between navies that 
are not part of a formal alliance. The engage-
ments encompassed the entire gamut of 
maritime operations ranging from multi-carrier 
operations to anti-submarine warfare, from air 
combat to joint strikes against maritime targets. 
Other aspects included surface operations 
with ships operating in mixed Surface Action 
Groups, weapon firings against integral surface 
and air targets, maritime interdiction opera-
tions undertaking ‘Vessel Boarding Search and 
Seizure’ and a variety of rotary wing operations, 
including cross deck operations.

Naval cooperation facilitates participating 
navies in gaining and sharing operational and 
doctrinal expertise as well as transformational 
experiences, examining and imbibing ‘best 
practices’ from each other, establishing interop-
erability and lastly, but probably most signifi-
cantly, enhancing ‘maritime domain awareness’ 
through ‘information sharing’. The conduct of 
joint exercises is aimed to ensure participat-
ing navies are prepared to operate together in 
times of crisis and that all grey areas relating 
to interoperability are resolved in advance. All 
such exercises are preceded by a series of 
pre-exercise planning conferences where all 
issues are thrashed out. 

Other Areas of Maritime 
Cooperation
Though the Malabar exercises form the cen-
trepiece of the relationship, there are other sig-
nificant areas that are concurrently progress-
ing. A significant step was the transfer of the 
USS Trenton, named the INS Jalashwa, the first 
American warship to be inducted into the IN. 
This has considerably augmented its amphibi-
ous capability. Given the US Navy’s vast 
experience in amphibious operations, future 
prospects for cooperation in this field are con-
siderable. This purchase has opened up the 
possibility of future inductions of US built ships 
and equipment into the IN, a positive develop-
ment considering the numbers of platforms 
needed to maintain force levels as against the 
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▸ ▸ ▸  Most intense of all the 
engagements has been with 
the US Navy, formalised in 
1994 by the Kicklighter  
proposals that mooted greater 
military engagement ◂ ◂ ◂

INDIAN NAVY’S INTERACTION WITH FOREIGN NAVIES
Country Codename Number of  

exercises conducted
Commenced

USA Malabar 10 1992

Russia Indra 3 2003

France Varuna 8 1995

UK Konkan 2 2004

Singapore Simbex 14 1994

Sri Lanka Slinex 1 2005

Oman Thamer al Tayib/ 
Naseem al Bahr

7 1993

Indonesia Corpat 10 2002

Thailand Corpat 5 2005

Indo-US Maritime Ties
The availability of India as a sympathetic but  
independent player would be beneficial to the US as 
both have common interests in maintaining regional as 
well as global stability
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capacity of our own shipyards.
The proposed Logistic Support Agreement 

(LSA) would provide for sharing of defence 
infrastructure and refuelling facilities between 
the two countries. Among the three services, 
the conclusion of the logistics support agree-
ment between the two defence forces could 
benefit the IN given its wide area of operations 
and the wide span of the US Navy’s facilities. 
This would permit the two navies to share fuel-
ling, berthing and other logistic facilities and 
thus enhance sustainability, as also enhance 
interoperability between the duo.

Training is another area that has great 
potential. However, so far there has been 
little progress in this aspect beyond the usual 
exchanges for Staff College and the NDC 
equivalent courses, and navy divers have 
regularly undergone the elite US Navy’s SEAL 
courses. The induction of Jalashwa also saw 
some training being imparted to the crew as 
part of the package. There is, however, consid-
erable scope for increased training interaction 
for mutual benefit. For the US, there would be 
much to be gained from greater participation in 
training courses conducted across the network 
at naval training establishments, including the 
world class naval academy soon to be ready 
at Ezhimala. The IN could also benefit from 
training in specific areas such as operation, 
Network-Centric Warfare, high technology, 
Information Warfare and exploitation of space 
assets for maritime operations.

Gains of IN-USN Interaction
What have the two navies—or for that matter, 
the two countries—gained from over a decade 
and half of joint exercises? So far as the US 
Navy is concerned, with her dwindling force 
levels leaving her short of being able to look 
after her global interests, partnering with the 
IN has major advantages. Such a partnership 
provides a navy that is capable of assisting 
it in looking after the vast IOR. Though this 
is not overtly stated, the statement of the US 
Embassy at New Delhi before the 2005 exer-
cise is indicative: “Constructive engagement 
between the USN and the IN on issues such 
as counter-terrorism, anti-piracy, maritime inter-

diction and search and rescue will be mutu-
ally beneficial and globally relevant for both 
navies.” The US probably also sees the IN as a 
major partner in its proposed Global Maritime 
Security Cooperation Initiative, also called the 
1000 ship Navy. However, India has denied that 
it has agreed to join. 

The IN, too, has gained considerably from 
the Malabar exercises that afforded insights 
into the methodologies adopted by the USN 
in the operation of aircraft carriers and the 
nuances of undertaking long-range air opera-
tions. This knowledge would be especially 
useful once the Vikramaditya (formerly Admiral 
Gorshkov) is inducted as she would operate 
the versatile multi-role MiG-29K aircraft. Joint 
operations have provided the IN a benchmark 
to assess its own level of capability by under-
taking dissimilar air combat and understanding 
air combat tactics, besides exposure to tech-
niques of fighter control and air space manage-
ment. Another significant experience that would 
have been gained is in the control and employ-
ment of integral Airborne Early Warning aircraft. 
The opportunity of exercising with nuclear 
attack submarines would have been invaluable 
and this should hone the IN’s Anti-Submarine 
Warfare skills. In surface operations, too, the 
IN would have gained a valuable insight both 

into USN and NATO tactical procedures and 
documents. Last, but not the least, exposure 
to the US-developed CENTRIX system would 
aid in fine tuning the IN’s own computerised 
Command and Control system that is said to be 
at an advanced stage of development.

Conclusion
Enhanced bilateral relations and, consequently, 
heightened shared interest between the US 
and India is clearly evident from the growing 
bilateral trade between the two countries. Two-
way trade has almost doubled within the past 
four years. The relationship between the USN 
and the IN is at the forefront of the growing 
defence cooperation between the two coun-
tries—a recognition by both countries of their 
shared interest in securing the IOR as India’s 
strategic location gives her the opportunity to 
be the most significant and stabilising force 
in the region. This, too, is a major factor in the 
growing relationship between the two navies. 
The levels of interaction are growing and have 
reached levels that approach those between 
the USN and its allies, a significant advance. 
However, it is clear that though there may be 
convergent interests on many issues, any alli-
ance between the two countries is unlikely. This 
is evident from the intense and sometimes bit-

ter domestic debate that has occurred on the 
123 nuclear deal, as also on the Malabar exer-
cises, not to forget the imbroglio over the visit 
of the Nimitz to Chennai earlier this year. 

So, what is the future of Indo-US maritime 
cooperation? The future prospects would obvi-
ously be in tune with high-level policy decisions 
taken by Delhi and Washington. To quote for-
mer Chief of the Indian Army General V.P. Malik 
from one of his recent articles: “Defence and 
military relations are always sensitive to political 
and strategic shifts and, therefore, cannot be 
separated from overall geo-political relations.” 
Indo-US defence cooperation is still evolving; 
evolving in response to the changing role of 
India as a regional power, growth of the Indian 
economy and technology, and its attendant 
impact on the US regional and global interests. 
Our most important strategic convergence is 
that both nations seek regional stability, sup-
port non proliferation and want to keep away 
fundamentalist forces. India does not want to 
be seen as being developed as a counter to 
any other state, such as China or Russia, and 
would prefer to retain her strategic autonomy 
rather than be drawn into any alliance or group-
ing. In fact, the availability of India as a sympa-
thetic but independent player would be benefi-
cial to the US as both have common interests in 
maintaining regional as well as global stability.

Considering the unique nature of maritime 
domain, greater convergence of interests for 
the IOR and growing US recognition of the 
capabilities of India’s maritime forces, there is 
likely to be further progress. An observation 
by the US Chief of Naval Operations Admiral 
Gary Roughead is a pointer to the US view 
for the future of this interaction: “The Indian 
and United States navies should go beyond 
‘exercises’ and look to expanding the relation-
ship to enhance interoperability for providing 
security.” In the long term, there is much that 
the two navies can learn from each other. It 
would, thus, be mutually beneficial to build on 
the level of cooperation achieved so far. The 
prognosis for Indo-US maritime cooperation, 
therefore, would appear to be bright. 

The writer is Executive Director, National Maritime Foundation.

▸ ▸ ▸  Clearly, the design organi-
sation in its present form is not 
equipped to meet the require-
ments of the future and fresh 
strategy/options will have to be 
chalked out ◂ ◂ ◂

INDO–US MALABAR EXERCISES
Exercise Dates Location Remarks

Malabar 02 Sept. 29–Oct. 5, 2002 Off Kochi

Malabar 03 October 5–10, 2003 Off Kochi

Malabar 04 October 1–10, 2004 Off Goa

Malabar 05 Sept. 25–Oct. 4, 2005 Off Goa

Malabar 06 Oct. 24–Nov. 5, 2006 Off Goa

Malabar 07-1 April 6–11, 2007 Off Okinawa This was followed by a tri-nation  
exercise, with ships from Japan 
Maritime Self-Defense Force joining in.

Malabar 07-2 September 4–9, 2007 Bay of Bengal Five nations participated, including 
Japan, Australia and Singapore.
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C loser the linkages and interactions 
between designers, production agen-
cies and users of a given weapon 
system, goes the axiom, the more 

acceptable that particular weapon system will 
be. Militaries may well be useful on a number 
of levels during times of peace but that is not 
what militaries are designed for. Consequently, 
that is not what their weapons and weapon sys-
tems can be designed for.

Conceptual Concerns
Weapon design for combat: Firstly, no weap-
on systems designer can ever afford to forget 
that weapon systems are designed for use in 
combat and not merely to demonstrate techno-
logical prowess. It is true that this applies more 
to conventional weapons than the nuclear ver-
sions as the latter are more political instruments 
designed to deter and less of military instru-
ments designed for use.
Redundancy and degrade: The second area 
requiring conceptual clarity relates to the dif-
ference between the terms “redundancy” and 
“degrade”—and the need for both. All too often 
ships are designed solely to deliver punish-
ment, and if the adversaries and potential 
adversaries are also designing ships that will 
deliver punishment, what needs to be deter-
mined is who is at the receiving end of all this 
punishment. So, the ability to absorb punish-
ment while still retaining the ability to deliver 
retribution is indeed the essence of redun-
dancy and degrade. Far too often in India, 
the meaning is interchanged, with disastrous 
results. 

Redundancy is catered for when, for 
instance, one has the inputs of the course 
being steered by one’s own ship being avail-
able from say two to three gyros however dis-
tantly those may be positioned. A degrade path 
on the other hand is when the course being 
steered by the ship is available along a path 
of decreasing capability from a gyro compass, 
to a gyro magnetic transmitting compass, to a 

transmitting magnetic compass, to a non-trans-
mitting magnetic compass, and yet there are 
many instances where it is forgotten that the 
course to steer is not a navigational nicety. It is 
actually an input to the ship’s position, which 
will then determine the enemy’s future position, 
which in turn will allow the weapon system in 
question to actually work.
Functional correlation between agencies: 
The third overarching need stems from the 
functional concern on the part of users and 
the specific naval surface combatants. There 
is simply not enough correlation between the 
organisation which defines the naval staff quali-
tative requirements (NSQRs) and designers 
of the weapon systems and ships. In-house 
or outsourced, the designer who creates the 
operational rules, the combat information cen-
tres from where the ship’s war fighting is con-
trolled and, lastly, the organisation that creates 
and manages the system that trains the human 
resource to man all those specific components 

that have to be linked. A training system that 
produces specialists in specific areas of naval 
warfare and then tries to force lift its products 
into a physical architecture on board ships 
(where the physical architecture has been 
borrowed, copied or lifted from a system that 
produces, for example, principle warfare offi-
cers or tactical action officers) is liable to face 
daunting problems. Evidently, there are not 
strong enough systems in the navy that cor-
relate the training patterns with the designers, 
with the industry and with the organisation pro-
ducing the NSQRs.

Ergonomics: The last concern is 
to do with ergonomics which plays 
a huge but very largely neglected 
role, particularly in India. Altogether 
misplaced perceptions persist 
among armament designers that 
surface combatants have plenty 
of place. This perception or mis-
conception is highly detrimental 
to combat efficiency that is further 
compounded by grossly inadequate 
attention to the man in the uniform. 
The man machine interface (MMI) 
needs to provide content screens 
that are similar in layout and design 
to common operating systems so 
that the user is instantly familiar with 
the screen layout. The Israeli prac-
tice in this regard is certainly worthy 
of emulation. Yet sadly, inadequate 

attention to the gravity and importance of 
ergonomics is commonplace even among user 
organisations such as those charged with the 
drawing up NSQRs.

Weapons & Weapon Systems 
Concerns
Storage of Explosive: Stability is the ability of 
an explosive to be stored without deterioration 
in a stress laden environment that is common 
onboard warships. The inherent advantage of 
stability that characterizes solid fuel weapons 
as opposed to liquid fuel can hardly be over 
emphasised. But even among solid fuel weap-
ons, explosive stability dictates the preference 
for one weapon over another. For example, 
onboard an aircraft carrier, a weapon system 
cannot be too far removed from the jet exhaust 
of the fighter aircraft. Consequently, the explo-
sives contained in a missile’s propulsion fuel 
tanks as well as that contained in its warhead 
should both be able to withstand large and 
sudden variations of temperature. As a user’s 
key requirement onboard warships, stability is 
not limited to temperature alone as ammunition 
magazines are generally located well below 
sea-level and consequently both humidity and 
storage temperature pose problems. Although 
every effort is made to maintain an expensively 
controlled atmospheric environment system 
for ammunition magazines, maintenance of 
ideal conditions of humidity cannot always be 
guaranteed. 

The problem may at times stem from the 
design if, for instance, the ship that has been 
inducted was originally intended for operating 
in Arctic waters. It could also be a mainte-
nance problem: wear and tear on the rubber or 
other gaskets onboard simply not being suited 
for temperate climates or not enough spares. 
In brief, designers must understand that even 
if there are no problems of the kind incurred 
due to induction from one environment to 
another and onboard maintenance is efficient, 
the ship is designed for combat and should 
be capable of absorbing punishment. Thus, 
the requirement of having ammunition which is 
largely impervious to changes in environment 
is essential. 
Weapon robustness: Weapon designs that 
demand stringent and artificially controlled 
environment are difficult to maintain. A weapon 
system in the navy’s inventory, requiring 7 x 
24 x 365 days-a-year compressed dry air, is 
a disaster for maintenance. The ship will go 
for refit, it will go into maintenance periods 
and it will run into heavy weather. All this will 
happen and there is very little purpose if the 
designer then shrugs and points to the NSQR. 
Weapon designs, therefore, must take into 
consideration all the adverse impacts of hostile 
environment. The term “robustness” implies a 
whole range of attributes that will include, inter 
alia, resistance to physical damage, resistance 
to flooding and resistance to corrosion. Physical 

robustness of the weapon must also include its 
sensing devices and its flight control surfaces 
such as wings, nose, fins, tail-fins, ailerons, 
speedometers and altimeters. 
Water proofing: Water proofing is a requirement 
that transcends the bounds of simple humid-
ity. Ammunition storage magazines onboard a 
ship will invariably be fitted with some sort of 
sprinkling or flooding arrangement as a safety 
measure to prevent the magazine from blowing 
up as a result of fire. As a consequence, there 
will always be a high risk of ingress of salt water 
into the magazine. Similarly, ready-use (RU) lock-
ers that are located on upper decks and thus 
exposed to weather can rarely be kept free of 
saltwater. 

When the ship is operating in heavy seas, 
particularly in the face of the enemy, ammunition 
being physically and manually transferred—either 
from the main magazine to an RU locker or from 
an RU locker to the launching or weapon delivery 
device—would run the risk of getting either par-
tially or fully soaked. Extensive splash-proofing 
and water-proofing all types of ammunition is, 
therefore, a vital feature when addressing user 
concerns. Corrosion as a result of the salt laden 
atmosphere is another area of concern which has 
to be guarded against.
Quantity of ammunition available: The quan-
tity of ammunition available on board a ship will 
always be an area of concern. Nowadays this 
concern is being addressed in a number of 
ways and measures like enhancement of missile 
quantity to the installation of vertical launch cells 
is becoming increasingly common. A more com-
prehensive solution seems to be offered by the 
territorial vertical launch system which is made 
up of a cluster of missile magazines. There are 
a number of missiles or launches in each cluster 
located between layers of steel along the periph-
ery of the hull. Associated with storage capacity 
is the issue of weight. Lightweight weapons or 
ammunition will not only permit the carriage of 
larger quantities but also lower penalties in terms 
of ship stability, allowing for storage of ammuni-
tion relatively closer to the firing system. This 
will result in minimising the otherwise significant 
time and damage control penalties inherent in a 
lengthy passage from the magazine to the firing 
platform. 

(To be concluded.)

The writer is Assistant Chief of Naval Staff, Foreign Cooperation 

and Intelligence at Naval HQ.

Surface Launched Weapons

No weapon systems designer 
can ever afford to forget that 
weapon systems are designed 
for use in combat and not  
merely to demonstrate  
technological prowess
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▸ ▸ ▸  There are not strong 
enough systems in the navy 
that correlate training patterns 
with designers, with industry 
and with the organisation  
producing the naval staff  
qualitative requirements ◂ ◂ ◂

▸ ▸ ▸  The ability to absorb  
punishment while still  
retaining the ability to deliver 
retribution is the essence of 
redundancy and degrade ◂ ◂ ◂

PART I 

Millennium Naval Gun 35/1000

Phalanx close in weapon system
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India-Russia

S ince the mid-1990s, defence deals with 
Russia have been governed by the 
Long Term Perspective Plan on Military-
Technical Co-operation, under the 

instrument of Inter-Governmental Agreements 
between the two countries. A structured mecha-
nism is firmly in place for review of all ongoing 
programmes and projects under the aegis of 
Indo-Russian Inter-Government Commission 
(IRIGC) on Military-Technical Cooperation. 

The erstwhile Soviet Union was a leading 
contributor of high-end and current defence 
technology to India at friendship prices and 
within highly favourable time frame. This 
enabled the Indian armed forces to enjoy cut-
ting-edge superiority over possible adversaries. 
A well-established mechanism allowed for not 
just capital acquisitions but even the logistical 
back up was quite efficiently provided for by 
way of overhauls, repairs, maintenance and 
spares support. Dissolution of the Soviet Union 
was a major setback to India faced with the 
daunting challenge of supporting the military’s 
huge inventory of Soviet origin. The IRIGC was 
established to tackle the bottlenecks in the 
emerging scenario.

Present hurdles in contracts with Russia—be 
it for major overhauls, repairs, modernisation 
or capital acquisitions of ships, submarines 
and aircrafts—should essentially be viewed 
against this backdrop. The nearly non-exis-
tent spares and product support presents a 
gloomier picture. A recent case in point is the 
first set of three Talwar Class stealth frigates, 
delivered after prolonged delays. The three 
stealth frigates were constructed at Baltic 
Shipyard, St. Petersburg. A repeat order for an 
additional three frigates of the same class has 
been assigned to Yantar Shipyard located at 
Kaliningrad, where quality standards of ship-
building could well emerge as a major issue. 
Unconfirmed reports claim Russian Severniye 
Shipyard in St. Petersburg is emerging as the 
leading contender for yet another order for three 
additional frigates of Talwar Class. Russia is 
quite optimistic of securing approval for the proj-
ect during the forthcoming session of the IRIGC 
on Military-Technical Cooperation scheduled for 
March-April 2008.

Modernisation programme of Admiral 
Gorshkov, scheduled for delivery as INS 
Vikramaditya in August, has run into rough 
weather on account of time and cost overruns. 
The contract was concluded after innumerable 
rounds of exhaustive deliberations by Technical 
and Cost Negotiation Committees (TNC/CNC). 
Reports suggest even the submarine moderni-
sation programme has hit major hurdles, with 
key systems not meeting the designed capabili-
ties, besides delays in execution. A similar spat 
had ensued after newly installed dragon suites 
of upgraded maritime reconnaissance aircraft 
IL-38 failed to perform to designed capability.

Considering the long standing relationships 
between the two strategic partners based on 
mutual trust and respect, there should ideally 
be no cause for anguish. Problems in executing 
projects with high-end and complex defence 
technologies are bound to crop up with regular-
ity, as would its solutions, to the satisfaction of 
both sides. The interactive mechanism evolved 
mutually for conflict resolution by the two 
countries must be optimally utilised and made 
accountable.

India-Israel
Formal contact with Israel was established post 
recognition of the Jewish state by India in 1992. 
Transformation of the relationship into strategic 

partnership was fairly rapid, with military-to-mili-
tary interaction and intelligence sharing, as also 
counter-terrorism coordination, emerging as the 
cornerstones of the evolving relationship. Export 
of mainly passive military hardware, such as sur-
veillance and radar systems, and drones, from 
Israel opened new vistas for expanded military 
and strategic deterrence, capabilities neither of 
the countries can obtain on its own.

Mutual cooperation has graduated from 
supply of small arms, ammunition, night vision 
devices, laser range finding and targeting 
devices to state-of-the-art weapon systems and 
advanced missiles and anti-missile defence 
systems. Israel, with its sharp focus on research 
and development, has emerged as world 
leaders in upgrades and modernisation pro-
grammes. Taking advantage of the developed 
strength areas, Israel has successfully bid for 
a number of upgrade and modernisation pro-
grammes for the Indian armed forces. Besides 
the $626-million (Rs 2,460-crore) upgrade 
programme of 125 MiG-21 ‘Bison’, on the anvil 
are similar projects for the Mirage 2000, MiG-
29, Sukhoi-30 Mk I, MiG-27, Jaguars, Maritime 
Reconnaissance Aircraft TU-142, anti-submarine 
helicopter Ka-25 and Mi-17 helicopters. Israel 
is supplying ‘litening pods’, for precision target-
ing with laser-guided bombs, for Jaguars and 
Mirage 2000. Israel is also part of a $120-million 
(Rs 472 crore) project for upgrade of 14 Sea 
Harrier aircraft for the Indian Navy. The Indian 
Army’s modernisation programme of Future 
Infantry Soldier as a System (F-INSAS) and the 
upgrade of its fleet of T-72 tanks would also 
entail close involvement of Israel. Major acquisi-
tions from Israel include Airborne Early Warning 
and Control (AEW&C) Phalcon system mounted 
on Il-76 transport aircraft, Barak-1 for naval 
ships and the aircraft carrier, Super-Dvora Fast 
Attack Craft. A joint venture is also in place to 
develop advanced medium-range surface-to-air 
missile system for the army and the IAF for verti-
cally launched Barak-8 (Barak NG). The missile 
system has been designed for a range of up to 
150 km with two-tiered missile defence. In the 
first phase, the Arrow weapon system intercepts 
ballistic missiles during terminal phase of the 
flight; the second phase shoots down the hostile 

missile before it hits the target.
Indo-Israeli defence cooperation has 

acquired seamless boundaries, cemented by 
Israel’s willingness to make significant contribu-
tions towards India’s defence and security capa-
bilities. This relationship would provide India the 
much needed capability to beef up intelligence 
apparatus to face the challenges of both internal 
and external security imperatives.

India-France 
India-France defence cooperation dates back 
to the early years of India’s Independence. But 
the relationship was largely restricted to that of 
a buyer and a seller. The strategic partnership 
agreement inked in 1998 propelled the efforts 
at defence cooperation forward and since then, 
both countries have been consistently working 
to improve multi-level interactions in real terms, 
in the process garnering exemplary results and 
successes. India-France defence cooperation 
agreements promote bilateral strategic ties in 
fields of defence strategies, defence R&D, pro-
curement and production of weapon systems 
and capabilities, joint military exercises, transfer 
of sophisticated armament technology, counter 
mechanism to thwart international terrorism, 
sharing military expertise, sharing of military 
hardware, joint development of value-added 
military technologies and hardware.

France has expressed its keenness to par-
ticipate in the IAF’s ambitious drive to acquire 
126 multi-role combat aircraft amounting to $6.5 
billion (Rs 25,558 crore) and would be offering 
its multi-role Rafale fighter, already in service 
with the French Air Force and Navy. France, 
however, would have to compete with other 
prominent aircraft manufacturers—American 
Lockheed Martin’s F-16, Boeing’s F/A-18, 
Eurofighter’s Typhoon, Swedish JAS-39 Gripen 
and Russian MiG-35—in this global tender. 
An agreement on mutual protection of classi-
fied information signed by the two nations on 
January 25 has revived hopes of upgrading the 
IAF’s Mirage 2000, the project was a non-starter 
owing to the astronomical figure of $3 billion (Rs 
11,796 crore) quoted by Dassault Aviation. On 
an assurance from the French government that 
the cost of upgradation would be identical to 

what has been charged to the French Air Force, 
the Indian Ministry of Defence (MoD) is shortly 
expected to issue a Request for Proposal to 
Dassault Aviation.

Further, a contract for six Scorpene subma-
rines, signed in late-2005, involves technology 
transfer for submarines to be assembled at the 
Mazagon Docks Ltd, Mumbai with Direction des 
Compagnies Navales (DCN) producing various 
key components and systems not available to 
India. Scorpene is equipped with modern sonar 
detection equipment, six torpedo tubes and mis-
sile launchers being produced in France along 
with propellers, hatches and front and back bulk 
heads. The programme is well on its charted 
course, with the first submarine expected to be 
delivered to the Indian Navy by 2012 and the 
remaining five scheduled for delivery one per 
year, thereafter.

Both countries now realise the importance of 
forging strong ties for mutual benefit. Hence, the 
level of cooperation has remained unaffected 
despite the MoD scrapping nearly a $1 billion 
(Rs 3,932 crore) tender for purchase of 197 
Eurocopter for the Indian Army with European 
consortium EADS. French companies are also 
bidding for upgrade of surveillance radar sys-
tems, cooperation in building India’s indigenous 
Kaveri aero-engine and other systems.

India-Germany
In October 2007, India and Germany signed a 
statement to further improve strategic partner-
ship through closer cooperation in the defence 
sector. A new phase in the strategic partnership 
between the two countries is expected to evolve 
with the signing of an agreement on mutual 
protection of classified information in the area of 
defence along with dialogue on export control.

Under the agreement, a High Defence 
Committee with three sub-groups on strate-
gic dialogue, defence and military-to-military 
cooperation has been set up. The agreement 
envisages exchange of information, coopera-
tion in technological research and armament 
procurement projects, including project related 
development and general defence technol-
ogy. Post completion of the controversial HDW 
submarine programme, India did not enter into 
any shipbuilding project with Germany, but the 
level of cooperation under the new agreement is 
likely to encompass the Indian Navy, especially 
in electronics and surveillance systems, in which 
Germany has achieved major breakthroughs.

India-Italy
Joint ventures between India and Italy in the 
development and production of defence related 
equipments received further impetus during the 
last visit of Italian Defence Minister Arturo Parisi. 
Italy is keen to work with India in joint production 
of 127/64 mm canons for Indian naval ships, in 
addition to the joint venture on 76/62 mm naval 
guns for the ships being manufactured at Bharat 
Heavy Electrical Ltd, Bangalore with technology 
transferred from Italian firm Oto Melara.

In addition, Italy also wants to expand 
cooperation with India on manufacturing mari-
time patrol aircraft and anti-submarine helicop-
ters for the Indian Navy. Italy is already provid-
ing design consultancy to the navy to build its 
first indigenous aircraft carrier, expected to be 
completed by 2012. The aircraft carrier is part 
of the combat systems for the Air Defence Ship 
(ADS). Italian shipbuilder Fincantieri, besides 
building the ship’s propulsion system, is help-
ing design the ADS. Additionally, India and Italy 
are cooperating on a number of other defence 
programmes, like developing an oceanograph-
ic survey vessel, heavyweight torpedoes for 
submarines, warships and frigates.  
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Relationships India has nurtured with nations across the world in the country’s endeavours to build military muscle
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The Concept

H omeland Security refers to the broad 
national effort by all levels of gov-
ernment to protect the territory of a 
nation state from hazards, internal 

and external, natural and man-made. In the 
US, the term gained prominence following the 
September 11, 2001 attacks and is officially 
defined by the National Strategy for Homeland 
Security as “a concerted national effort to pre-
vent terrorist attacks within the United States, 
reduce America’s vulnerability to terrorism, and 
minimize the damage and recover from attacks 
that do occur”. 

Responses of other nations
Other nations around the world have also 
reorganised government activities consistent 
with Homeland Security. For example, in 2003, 
Canada created a Ministry of Public Safety 
and Emergency Preparedness led by Deputy 
Prime Minister Anne McLellan. Homeland 
Security efforts are led by interior ministries in 
many European nations that are increasingly 
coordinating activities relating to the endeavour 
at the European Commission. The Labor Party 
in Australia has called for the creation of an 
Australian Department of Homeland Security, 
but the Liberal Party-led government has 
opposed this move. Similarly, the Conservative 
Party opposition in the UK has called for the 
creation of a Department of Homeland Security. 
In Israel, Homeland Security (HLS) & Public 
Safety is a top national priority. 

India’s Homeland (Internal) Security 
Challenges
Despite India’s rapidly growing economy—12th 
largest in the world in USD exchange-rate 
terms, with a GDP of $1.25 trillion or Rs 
49,10,020 crore (2008) and third largest in 
terms of purchasing power parity (PPP)—the 
country’s huge population results in low per 
capita income. Low productivity, unfair and 
unequal distribution and lack of competitive 
spirit, compounded by systemic corruption and 
archaic laws are other major challenges to be 
overcome. The sharp and growing regional 
variations among India’s different states and 
territories in terms of per capita income, pov-
erty, availability of infrastructure and socio-eco-
nomic development makes the situation worse. 
Poor internal economic environment increases 
vulnerability to external threats, like restric-
tive technology regimes, economic coercion, 
discriminating tariffs and dumping, besides 
mounting external debts and fiscal deficits. The 
shortages of food, energy and water, uncon-
trolled population growth, deforestation, deple-
tion of bio-earth resources, and newer health 
hazards are other areas of concern. 

India is also facing a demographic inva-
sion. People are migrating from villages to 
urban centres. Large-scale trans-border migra-

tion from Bangladesh and Nepal is triggering 
severe socio-economic tensions. Ethnic strife, 
sectarian violence and communal flare-ups 
are the other factors impinging adversely on 
national security. The proliferation of small 
arms, largely illegal, has further complicated 
the situation. Erosion of moral values, poor gov-
ernance, corrupt policing, widespread poverty, 
inadequate education system, lack of account-
ability in practically all organs of the state, 
and other similar infirmities create a feeling of 
disenchantment among the populace. Not sur-
prisingly, public confidence in the government 
as well as the political process has declined, 
exposing the country to the threats of subver-
sion, sabotage and exploitation. Thus, non-
traditional and non-military threats are today 
becoming increasingly important.

Homeland Security Management 
In India, the Ministry of Home Affairs handles 
the internal security management mechanism. 
In the formative years post-Independence, 
the focus was mainly on the maintenance of 
law and order, communal peace and har-
mony, crime control and counter-insurgency 
which was mainly confined to the Northeast 
in the early years. However, over the past five 
decades or so, insurgency in the Northeast 
and Punjab, dissidence and proxy war in 
Jammu and Kashmir, and the burgeoning 
Naxalite violence which has spread across 14 
states have threatened to destabilise the coun-
try. Additionally, severe loss of life and property 
during natural disasters has made the adminis-
tration conscious of ameliorative measures.

Organisation At the Apex 
The Home Ministry
The Home Ministry is in charge of the 
Department of Internal Security which deals 
with Central Police Forces, internal security and 
law and order, insurgency, terrorism, naxal-
ism, Inter Services Intelligence (ISI of Pakistan) 
activities, rehabilitation, grant of visa and other 
immigration matters, security clearances and 
so on. The Department of Internal Security, 
together with the Department of States, 
Department of Home, Department of Jammu 
and Kashmir Affairs and Department of Border 
Management, function under the Union Home 
Secretary and are inter-linked. 

Key Internal Security Mechanisms 
Central Police Forces (CPFs)
There are seven CPFs under the Ministry of 
Home Affairs—Assam Rifles (AR), Border 
Security Force (BSF), Central Industrial Security 
Force (CISF), Central Reserve Police Force 
(CRPF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), 
National Security Guard (NSG) and Sashashtra 
Seema Bal (SSB). AR, BSF, ITBP and SSB are 
the border guarding forces while CRPF assists 
the states in matters related to law and order 
and is trained and equipped for internal securi-
ty management. Forces deployed along disput-

ed borders, including the Line of Control (LoC) 
with Pakistan and the line of actual control 
with China, come under the operational control 
of the Indian Army. The Rapid Action Force, 
a specialised wing of the CRPF, is trained to 
deal with riots. The CISF provides security and 
protection to vital installations, public sector 
undertakings, airports, industrial buildings, 
museums, government buildings and VIPs. 
NSG is a specialised force for counter-terrorism 
and anti-hijacking operations.

Counter-Terrorism Mechanisms
This is executed through the following depart-
ments and agencies: 
• The state police and its intelligence set-up: 
Under India’s federal Constitution, the respon-
sibility for policing and maintenance of law 
and order falls on individual states. The central 
government in Delhi can only render advice, 
financial help, training and other assistance to 
strengthen professional capabilities and share 
the intelligence collected by it. Responsibility 
for follow-up action lies with the state police.
• The national intelligence community: It 
consists of the internal intelligence agency 
(Intelligence Bureau, or IB), the external intel-
ligence agency (the Cabinet Secretariat’s 
Research and Analysis Wing), the Defence 
Intelligence Agency (DIA) and the intelligence 
directorates general of the armed forces.
• The IB collects terrorism-related intelligence 
inside the country and RAW does it outside. 
The DIA and the intelligence directorates gener-
al of the armed forces essentially collect tactical 
intelligence during their counter-terrorism opera-
tions in areas such as Jammu and Kashmir, 
Nagaland and so on, where they are deployed.
• Physical security agencies: Responsible 
for physical security at airports and sensitive 
establishments, these include the CISF, the 
NSG and the Special Protection Group, respon-
sible for the security of the Prime Minister and 
former prime ministers.
• Paramilitary forces: Central Police Forces.
• The Army: Assistance of the army is sought 
as a last resort. But in view of Pakistan’s large-
scale infiltration in Jammu and Kashmir and 
the presence and activities of a large number 
of Pakistani mercenaries, many of them ex-ser-
vicemen, the army has a more active, perma-
nent and leadership role in counter-terrorism 
operations here. Similarly, in the Northeast, the 
army plays a lead role in countering militant 
and secessionist groups whose leadership 
has taken shelter in the neighbouring states of 
Myanmar and Bangladesh. 

In recent months, there have been two 
additions to the counter-terrorism set-up:
• A multi-agency centre (MAC) on counter-ter-
rorism headed by a senior IB officer within the 
IB is expected to be patterned on the CIA’s 
counter-terrorism centre. Officers of various 
agencies responsible for intelligence collection 
and counter-terrorism operations work under a 
common umbrella and are responsible for anal-

ysis of the intelligence flowing in from different 
agencies and coordinated follow-up action.
• A counter-terrorism division in the Ministry of 
External Affairs, expected to be patterned after 
the counter-terrorism division of the US state 
department. It will be responsible for coordinat-
ing the diplomatic aspects of counter-terrorism, 
such as briefing other countries on Pakistan’s 
sponsorship of terrorism against India, pro-
cessing requests for extradition and mutual 
legal assistance, and so on.

Disaster Management in India
In India, the National Disaster Management 
Authority (NDMA) was constituted by the 
Disaster Management Act, 2005. The Act 
received the assent of the President on 
December 23, 2005. DM being a multi-dis-
ciplinary process, all central ministries and 
departments fulfill key roles in assisting the 
NDMA. Government ministries and depart-
ments—the ministries of Home Affairs, 
Agriculture, Civil Aviation, Environment and 
Forests, Health, Atomic Energy, Space, Earth 
Sciences, Water Resources, Mines, Railways 
and so on—address calamities brought on 
by the specific disasters assigned to them. 
Further, the Home Ministry acts as the admin-
istrative ministry for the subject of DM. Top 
functionaries of the NDMA comprises the 
Prime Minister of India, who is the ex officio 
Chairperson; other members, not exceeding 
nine, are nominated by the Chairperson. 

Maritime Zones of India
The Indian Coast Guard was created on 
August 19, 1978 with the enactment of the 
Coast Guard Act, 1978. The Act provided for 
the constitution and regulation of the Coast 
Guard as an armed force of the union to pro-
tect national interests in the maritime zones. 
The duties and functions of the Indian Coast 
Guard include ensuring the safety and protec-
tion of the artificial islands, offshore terminals, 
installations and other structures and devices 
in any maritime zone; protection to fishermen 
and assistance at sea when in distress; preser-
vation and protection of maritime environment.

Conclusion 
Despite the architecture created at the centre 
and in the states to tackle insurgencies and 
terrorism, and natural or man-made disasters, 
the situation is far from satisfactory. The inher-
ent weaknesses of the system remain unre-
solved because the challenges being faced 
require holistic and integrated analysis at the 
national level and demand long-term perspec-
tives or national strategies. Additionally, India’s 
responses require one agency to coordinate 
and disseminate the intelligence and efforts 
of all departments through an integrated 
and networked intelligence communications. 
India would do well to emulate the concept of 
Homeland Security specifically designed to ful-
fill the country’s needs. 
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SP’s Naval Forces (SP’s): What is the estab-
lished mechanism for coordination with the 
Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)?
Assistant Chief of Naval Staff, FC&I 
(ACNS): Our efforts at FC and ‘Constructive 
Engagement’ are entirely in tune with and guid-
ed-by the imperatives of India’s foreign policy as 
determined by the MEA, which is, as you would 
be aware, the empowered organisation in this 
regard. At the bureaucratic level, the Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) is interfaced with the Ministry 
of External Affairs through the International 
Cooperation (IC) Division of the MoD which is 
headed by a Joint Secretary. Naturally, there is 
substantial interaction between the FC organisa-
tion of the Integrated Headquarters (IHQ) MoD 
(Navy) and the HQ Integrated Defence Staff 
(IDS), the MoD, and the MEA at a variety of for-
mal and informal fora.

SP’s: Are there plans to cooperate with other 
countries in counter-terrorist operations?
ACNS: Within the India Ocean Region, the 
threat of ‘intra-state’ as well as ‘inter-state’ 
conflict remains a grim reality. The region is 
also subject to a variety of security threats 
that, although short of state-on-state conflict, 
present an equal if not greater threat to peace 
and stability. Like other major, responsible 
maritime powers, India considers ‘Constructive 
Engagement’ to be the principal weapon 
against all these threats, of which, the threat 
posed by maritime terrorism is undoubtedly the 
most ominous and pervasive. So yes, we do 
cooperate with other, like-minded countries in 
countering the threat of terrorism. Terrorists do 
not respect national boundaries and the experi-
ence of terrorist acts by any one law-abiding 
state tends to get shared—sooner rather than 
later—by other law-abiding states as well. What 
is needed on an urgent basis is a more efficient 
and responsive information-sharing arrange-
ment between all the concerned nation-states of 
the entire Indian Ocean littoral.

SP’s: What are the plans to carry out disaster 
relief both within the country and regionally, 
especially during disasters like tsunami?
ACNS: The National Disaster Management 
Authority (NDMA) has been created under the 
Ministry of Home Affairs to improve national pre-
paredness and provide a coordinated response 
to various natural calamities that could befall 
our country. This body is interfaced with the 
armed forces at the national level through the 
HQ IDS, which is currently headed by the CISC 
and works under the direction of Chiefs of Staff 
Committee (COSC). A number of contingency 
plans have been generated and anticipatory 

actions have been taken to cater for different 
types of disasters. So far as the navy is con-
cerned, at the level of the IHQ MoD (Navy), 
the Directorate of Naval Operations, function-
ing under the Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff, 
is responsible for disaster management. This 
responsibility is discharged in close coordina-
tion with the HQ IDS. At the ‘field’ level, a given 
naval command is tasked to coordinate disas-
ter-management efforts and is made responsi-
ble for the control and deployment of resources, 
including ships, aircraft, logistic supplies, repair 
effort or medical assistance.

What the navy essentially does is to 
capitalise upon the eight inherent “Operational 
Attributes” of warships—Versatility (Flexibility-
in-Response + Adaptability-in-Role); Mobility; 
Sustained-Reach; Symbolism; Resilience; 
Lift-Capacity; Ability to Poise-in-Theatre; and 
Cost-Effectiveness. As a result of these inherent 
attributes, the navy is extremely well-suited to 
undertake initial and subsequent surveillance 
of the affected areas, deploy relief-teams to 
provide initial succour, especially in areas that 
are inaccessible from the land; provide medical 
teams and even hospital ships, thereby ensur-
ing the prevention of epidemics; transport relief 
material, food or water; establish relief camps; 
maintain essential services and supplies; evacu-
ate survivors to safer areas; provide diving 
assistance for underwater tasks; and, undertake 
damage control in the form of fire-fighting, clear-
ance of obstacles and debris.

Broadening our horizon to the regional 
plane, international cooperative mechanisms 
for speedy, effective and humane application 
of maritime power for regional “Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief operations” is a 
key aspect of ‘Constructive Engagement’. Yet, it 
took the tsunami of 2004 to drive this home with 
telling effect. With the more recent examples of 
the Yogyakarta earthquake of 2006 in Indonesia 
and the recent cyclone that ravaged the coast 
of Bangladesh, the criticality of working towards 
interoperability right from planning and induc-
tion process of new platforms bears no great 
elaboration.

SP’s: Are there any proposals to carry out 
joint R&D with other countries as part of 
naval diplomacy? 
ACNS: In its ongoing ‘Constructive Engagement’ 
of other maritime nations, the IN has been and 
continues to make strenuous efforts to avoid 
getting mired in a buyer-seller relationship and, 
instead, address the entire gamut of engage-
ment-activities that are possible—including, but 
not limited to material issues. Even where mate-
rial issues are concerned, the effort has been 

to identify areas and projects that are deemed 
to be mutually beneficial to both navies and to 
then forward these in the form of inputs to the 
appropriate organisational structure established 
to examine and thereafter undertake a joint 
venture and/or a joint R&D project involving the 
public sector and/or the joint sector and/or the 
private sector of the countries concerned.

SP’s: What are the salient features of the 
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium scheduled 
for February 14 and 15?
ACNS: In recognition of the centrality of 
‘Constructive Engagement’ as the primary 
means of achieving and assuring mutually ben-
eficial maritime security, stability, safety and, 
consequently, collective prosperity among all 
littoral states of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), 
the IN is privileged to host the inaugural event 
of this newly-launched cooperative, consultative 
and inclusive regional initiative. The acronym 
for the proposed forum, IONS, seems particu-
larly fitting since the etymology of the English 
word “ions” is drawn from the Greek word ienai’ 
meaning ‘go’ and implying movement (because 
an ion ‘moves’ towards an electrode of opposite 
charge). The fundamental concept of IONS, 
too, is one of ‘moving’ together, towards a set of 
continually defined, refined and redefined goals. 

Modelled roughly upon the lines of the 
Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), 
IONS seeks to provide a regional forum through 
which the chiefs of navy of all the littoral states 
of the IOR can periodically meet to constructive-
ly engage one another through the creation and 
promotion of regionally relevant mechanisms, 
events and activities. (Within the context of 
IONS, the nomenclature ‘Chief of Navy’ is used 
in a generic sense. Consequently, for countries 
that do not possess a formally established 
‘navy’, the term is applicable to the ‘head of the 
principal maritime agency’.)

The primary aim of IONS is to sustain a 
regionally relevant, consultative forum within 
which the navies (and/or the principal maritime 
agencies responsible for maritime security) of 
the littoral states of the IOR, along with such 
other relevant maritime entities as may be 
agreed upon from time-to-time by the members, 
can discuss issues and concerns that bear 
upon maritime security, with a view to arriving 
at agreed courses of action on trans-national 
issues, based upon a common understanding 
of the regional maritime security environment. 
The IONS is well-placed to achieve a number 
of objectives that will certainly be discussed 
by the chiefs of navy and augmented, reduced 
or amended, as deemed appropriate. Among 
those that could be considered are promotion of 

a shared understanding of issues and concerns 
relevant to the IOR, which bear upon maritime 
security; the strengthening of capacities and 
capability of all nation-states of the IOR so as to 
enable holistic addressal of present and antici-
pated maritime challenges; formulation of a vari-
ety of trans-national, maritime, consultative and 
cooperative mechanisms, designed to address 
and mitigate regional maritime security-con-
cerns; and, the enhancement of interoperability, 
not just of platforms and equipment, but, more 
importantly, in terms of doctrines, strategies, 
procedures, organisational and logistic systems, 
and operational processes so as to promote the 
provision of speedy, responsive and effective 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster-Relief 
(HADR) across the IOR.

Inaugural event of the IONS initiative is 
the IONS Seminar-2008, which is being jointly 
conducted by the Indian Navy and the National 
Maritime Foundation at Vigyan Bhavan, New 
Delhi, from February 14 to 15. The theme 
of the seminar is “Contemporary Trans-
National Challenges—International Maritime 
Connectivities”. The response to IONS Seminar 
2008 has been most encouraging and the IN 
will be honoured by the presence of some 
25 to 30 chiefs of navy of the IOR littoral from 
February 13 to 18. In addition, the seminar 
will witness active participation by an august 
gathering of national and international luminar-
ies from the strategic community; academia; 
the diplomatic corps; the political establish-
ment; the bureaucracy; serving and retired 
officers of the defence, paramilitary and police 
forces; uniformed and civilian maritime agen-
cies; the media; the Indian higher-command 
courses; and, of course, the Indian Navy’s own 
Commanders-in-Chief and appropriate repre-
sentatives from the naval commands. All these 
worthies will participate in the several plenary 
sessions of the seminar, while the chiefs of navy 
will additionally hold a closed-door Conclave 
of Chiefs session. Even after the seminar con-
cludes its proceedings, the Conclave of Chiefs 
will continue from February 15 to 16, with the 
venue shifting to Goa and incorporating a visit 
to the IN’s premier air station, INS Hansa.

IONS Seminar 2008 will also generate 
opportunities to interact bilaterally and multi-
laterally. Other highlights would include an 
opportunity to witness India’s foremost defence 
exhibition, Defexpo 2008, from February 16 to 
19. The distinguished visitors would, conse-
quently, interact with a variety of functionaries 
and dignitaries of the Government of India, 
as also gain a first-hand insight into the many 
exciting opportunities and products on offer by 
Indian and foreign defence industries. 

‘CULTURAL SENSITISATION 
among IOR nations a key criterion’
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A warfare-specialist in Navigation, Aircraft Direction and 
Operations, Rear Admiral Pradeep Chauhan, Assistant 
Chief of Naval Staff (Foreign Cooperation and Intelligence), 
has commanded aircraft carrier INS Viraat and has had 
a stint in Antarctica as Expedition Navigator as well as 
the ‘South Pole Probe Team’ Navigator in the Fourth 
Indian Scientific Expedition. During a tenure in Mauritius, 
he raised the host country’s Coast Guard and was also 
the first Commandant. He was also appointed Principal 
Director, Directorate of Naval Operations. In the concluding 
part of the interview he highlights disaster relief operations. 
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Fixed Wing Aircraft 
IL-38s: Modernisation of IL-38s has been undertaken quite 
successfully, enhancing the surveillance capabilities of the 
aircraft manifold. The aircraft has been refurbished with state-
of-the-art avionics. There are, however, some outstanding 
issues relating to installed Dragon suites, which are expected 
to be amicably resolved shortly.
TU-142s: Efforts to identify a suitable replacement for the 
Long Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft TU-142s has progressed 
very well. Many globally renowned aircraft manufacturers 
have enthusiastically participated in the global tender for 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft. Extensive field trials have been con-
ducted with short listed bidders and the final phase of cost 
negotiations is expected in the near future, with Boeing’s P8I 
and EADS A319 emerging as frontrunners.
Dorniers: The Dornier fleet has been augmented by induct-
ing 11 more aircraft, some with para-drop capability and the 
remaining to beef up short- and medium-range maritime sur-
veillance role. To improve upon the identification capability, 

Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) system has been installed.

Rotary Wing Aircraft  
Sea Kings: Proposed upgradation of Sea King helicop-
ters includes new radar system and indigenous Electronic 
Support Measure (ESM). Technical evaluation is well under-
way to find a suitable replacement for Sea King 42 and 42A 
helicopters in three variants: anti-submarine, anti-surface ves-
sels and commando carrier.
Kamovs: The surveillance capability of Kamov 25 and 28 has 
been enhanced with the installation of indigenous ESM pack-
age. Kamov 31s are the new induction into the helicopter 
fleet.
ALH: Eight utility version of Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) 
constructed at Hindustan Aeronautical Ltd have been induct-
ed into the helicopter fleet. However, Naval Staff Qualitative 
Requirements prescribed for the utility helicopter to perform 
anti-submarine warfare and communication roles has not 
been met by HAL. Hence, fresh Request for Information (RFI) 

has been issued to leading global helicopter manufacturers 
like Bell, Boeing and Eurocopter. 

Strike Aircraft
MiG-29Ks: Production of MiG-29K, the marine version in 
Russia for operating on board INS Vikramaditya (formerly 
Admiral Gorshkov), has progressed successfully. Delivery of 
the first set of aircraft is expected shortly. Pilot training pro-
gramme to operate the aircraft has also progressed satisfac-
torily. The aircraft is expected to be equipped with Extended 
Range, Beyond Visual Range (ER-BVR) missiles, with smart 
bombs and mid-air buddy tanking facility from another MiG-
29K aircraft for deep penetration role.
Sea Harriers: The contract for limited upgrade of Sea 
Harriers with HAL is expected to be completed by September 
this year. Upgrade programme for Sea Harrier aircraft will 
include Derby—Beyond Visual Range missiles. As many as 
14 Sea Harriers will be upgraded at a cost of $120 million  
(Rs 472 crore). 

Soaring MIGHT

SP’s Naval Forces (01/2007) carried a comprehensive article on the core aspects of Indian Naval Aviation— 
traditionally referred to as the Fleet Air Arm of the Indian Navy. Elucidating on the growth potential of the aerial  
dimension of India’s maritime power, the analysis afforded an insight into maritime domain awareness from the  
perspective of naval aviation to fulfil the dual roles of surveillance and combat. Here’s an update on the upgrade and 
modernisation programme of Indian Naval Aviation.
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I nternational defence exhi-
bition Defexpo India was 
conceptualised in 1998 by 
the Department of Defence 

Production, Ministry of Defence, Government 
of India in partnership with the Confederation 
of Indian Industry. Thus, to modernise its 
armed forces, the Indian government in 1999 
decided to embark on a strategy of collabo-
ration with international defence manufactur-
ers through joint ventures. The strategy was 
aimed at encouraging the participation of 
domestic private sector to boost the export 
of arms and equipment besides meeting the 
needs of the Indian defence forces.

The first edition of Defexpo India, on land 
and naval systems, was held in Delhi from 
October 12 to 16, 1999. The aim was to forge 
new partnerships with major global players 
and domestic private sector in co-production 
of weapon systems in India. About 197 com-
panies (Indian and foreign) from 17 countries 
displayed their arms and equipment while the 
Indian defence industry was represented by 39 
ordnance factories, eight defence public sector 
undertakings and 68 private sector companies.

A landmark event in highlighting the capa-
bilities and achievements of various defence 
industries in the country and abroad, Defexpo 
India provides an excellent platform for national 
and international manufacturers of land and 
naval systems to showcase their weapons and 
equipment. Further, it also focuses on other 
areas of defence technology in which signifi-
cant advances have been made.

Defexpo 2006
The fourth chapter of Defexpo India was organ-
ised jointly by the Confederation of Indian 
Industries (CII) and the Indian Ministry of 
Defence at Pragati Maidan, Delhi from January 
31 to February 3, 2006. The objective was to 
showcase Indian industrial prowess in the field 
of defence related technology and associated 
infrastructure. The exhibition also provided 
a platform for promoting exports of products 
manufactured by Indian defence industries 
and encourage participation of private sector 
in defence production. The exhibition received 
overwhelming response from India and abroad, 
registering nearly 40 per cent growth over the 
last show in 2004, with the number of exhibi-
tors touching 410 from the previous 350 and 
international participants increasing to 212 from 
187. In addition, 44 official delegations from 37 
countries reportedly visited the show.

India’s Defence Market
The growing importance of India as a market 
for defence products was apparent from the 
large number of the leading global arma-
ments companies led by the US, Israel and 
Russia, who participated in Defexpo 2006. In 
December 2005, India had signed its larg-
est-ever individual defence deal worth $3.5 
billion (Rs 13,785 crore) to build six Scorpene 
submarines using the technology and know-
how provided by France’s DCN. India is now 
in the market for acquiring and building ships, 
maritime surveillance aircrafts, submarine res-
cue vessels and other assets for surveillance, 
like UAVs, in pursuance of the Indian Navy’s 
modernisation plans. As regards the land sys-
tems, for the Indian Army, 347 additional T- 90 
tanks are on order with Russia while the older 
fleet of approximately 2,000 T-72 tanks is being 
upgraded. Artillery requires 300 155 mm self-
propelled guns (both wheeled and tracked) 
apart from upgrading the existing medium 
artillery units to 155 mm calibre. Army Aviation 
requires 197 light-utility helicopters, apart 

from medium-utility and battlefield support 
helicopters. The Air Defence Artillery requires 
replacement across the board of all major 
equipment. Military communications have to 
cater for a digitised configuration of the battle 
space for obtaining network centricity to ensure 
inter and intra-service synergy. A large number 
of companies from abroad, including Russia, 
USA, UK, France, Italy and Israel, have shown 
interest. While the US is aggressively trying to 
tap the huge Indian arms market, Israel has 
already notched up a large amount in mili-
tary sales to India over the last decade or so. 
Russia, France, UK, Italy are not too far behind.

Presence of Indian Companies 
The Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO), along with defence 
PSUs, private sector industrial houses and 
shipyards, showcased an impressive range of 
products supplied to customers in India and 
abroad. The more prominent items on display 
from DRDO inventory included the SSM Cruise 
Missile ‘BrahMos’, a joint venture of DRDO and 
NPO (M), Russia; electronic surveillance sys-
tems from LRDE, Bangalore and NPOL, Kochi; 
and defence research fuel cell which is a 1 
KW on-site, silent and continuous power plant 
with very low thermal signatures, by Naval 
Materials Research Laboratory, Mumbai. The 
development achieved in fuel cell technology 
would have applications in Air Independent 
Propulsion System proposed to be developed 
for submarine applications.

Among the public sector giants, Bharat 
Electronics put up a very impressive product 
range comprising combat management system, 
radars, sonars, communication and EW sys-
tems together with night vision opto-electronic 
devices, simulators and fibre-optic based digital 
data transport system. Bharat Dynamics Ltd 
displayed a range of missiles in production. 
From the private sector, Larsen and Toubro, Tata 
Power Systems and Mahindra Defence Systems 
exhibited products ranging from combat man-
agement systems, weapons and launchers, 
power systems, controls and automation pro-
duced for the Indian Navy.

Overseas Presence 
While Russian agencies continued to maintain 
significant presence in the exhibition, the inter-
est shown by US companies was particularly 
noticeable. Due to the improving Indo-US 
relations, there was a large participation of US 
industry with US majors like Lockheed Martin, 
Boeing, Raytheon supported by Department of 
Defence. This time around, a far bigger pres-
ence is expected. Thales, DCN and Armaris 
from Europe, IAI/Rafael from Israel and UK had 
a strong presence at the exhibition. Russian 
agencies added a new dimension to their 
product support by setting up service centres 
in India to provide maintenance support for 
Russian origin inventory in Indian Navy. ROE 
(India), a joint venture company set up in 
Mumbai for this purpose, made a forceful pre-
sentation. 

Defexpo 2008
While no major contracts were concluded dur-
ing Defexpo 2006, the very presence of a large 
number of defence equipment manufacturers 
revealed a keen interest to enter the defence 
sector of India. This year, besides the giant 
OEMs, like EADS, Thales, Lockheed Martin, 
Boeing IDS, Northrop Grumman, Elbit, IAI and 
MBDA, from France alone 41 companies will 
participate. Displaying its growing closeness 
with the Indian establishment, the US is set 
to stamp its presence with close to 20 com-

panies displaying weapons and equipment at 
the show even as Russia is represented by 24. 
Eighteen companies each from the UK and 
Israel will showcase the latest in technology 
and gadgetry, together with several other coun-
tries. With major defence programmes under 
execution and in the pipeline, the general opin-
ion is that there is a large potential for partner-

ships between Indian and foreign industry.
Hence, we look forward to Defexpo 2008 

to define the contours of defence—industry 
partnership, both foreign and Indian, for future 
joint ventures. As per current indications, 192 
foreign companies and 92 Indian companies 
have registered for Defexpo India 2008. Many 
more are expected to follow suit. 

Defexpo 08 A Curtain Raiser
As many as 192 foreign companies and 92 Indian companies have registered for Defexpo India 2008
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NAVSEA extends contract 
for ITT radar upgrades
ITT Corporation announced that 
NAVSEA Systems Command has 
signed a FY08 contract exten-
sion of ITT’s AN/SPS-48 Radar 
Obsolescence, Availability 
Recovery (ROAR) programme 
for $14.2 million (Rs 56 crore) 
which will ensure continued 
modernisation of 3-D long-range 
air surveillance systems for both 
fixed/ground-based and ship-
board applications.

Diamond cuts the waves
The Royal Navy’s newest and 
most powerful Type 45 destroy-

er, Diamond was launched from 
BAE’s shipyard at Govan. The 
Type 45 destroyers are the larg-
er and more powerful replace-
ment for the existing Type 
42s. The destroyer will carry 
the world-leading PAAMS sys-
tem (Principal Anti-Air Missile 
System) which is capable of 
defending a Type 45 and ships 
in its company from multiple 
attacks by the most sophisti-
cated anti-ship missiles.  

UTC Power to develop fuel cell 
for Spanish submarine
UTC Power, a United 
Technologies Corp. company, 
has announced that it has 
signed a contract for the devel-
opment phase of a programme 
with Spanish shipbuilder 
Navantia, S.A., to supply a 
300kW proton exchange mem-
brane (PEM) fuel cell power mod-
ule for use in the Spanish Navy’s 
S-80 submarine. The Spanish 
Navy will install the new fuel 
cell power modules on its S-80 
model, 2,500-tonne submarines 
as part of the air-independent 
propulsion system.

Raytheon bags US contract 
for mine hunting sonar 
The US Navy has awarded 
Raytheon Company a $52 mil-
lion (Rs 205 crore) contract for 
the low rate initial production 
of nine new AN/AQS-20A sonar 
mine detecting sets, spares 
and their accompanying kits.  
The proven and highly capable 
AN/AQS-20A system is towed 
undersea to scan the water for 
anti-shipping mines. The system 
uses sonar and electro-optical 
sensors to provide high-resolu-
tion images of mines.

Iran unveils new submarine 
Iran has launched a new subma-
rine equipped with what it says 

is the latest military and tech-
nological equipment. According 
to official media, the submarine 
has been named Ghadir.

Lockheed Martin missile 
achieves record test launches
The US Navy has conducted 
a successful test launch of 
a Trident II D5 Fleet Ballistic 
Missile (FBM) built by Lockheed 
Martin. The navy launched the 
unarmed missile from the sub-
merged submarine USS Henry 
M Jackson (SSBN 730) in the 
Pacific Ocean. The Trident II D5 
missile now has achieved 120 
consecutive successful test 
launches since 1989, a record 
unmatched by any other large 
ballistic missile or space launch 
vehicle. First deployed in 1990, 
the D5 missile is currently 
aboard 12 Trident II Ohio-class 
submarines and four British 
Trident II Vanguard-class subma-
rines. The three-stage, solid-pro-
pellant, inertial-guided ballistic 
missile can travel a nominal 
range of 4,000 nautical miles 
and carries multiple indepen-
dently targeted reentry vehicles.  

Canadian Navy radar systems 
contract goes to Raytheon
The Canadian government has 
awarded a contract to Raytheon 
Canada Limited for the repair, 
overhaul, engineering and 
upgrade services for eight AN/
SPS-49 (V) radar systems for the 
Canadian Navy. The new con-
tract extends Raytheon’s sup-
port services to the Navy until 
2013, with options to 2015.

Modication to Electric Boat 
Corp. contract
Electric Boat Corp. has been 
awarded a not-to-exceed $270 
million (Rs 1,065 crore) modi-
fication to previously awarded 

contract for long lead time mate-
rial associated with steam and 
electric plant, main propulsion 
unit, ship service turbine gen-
erator set components critical to 
maintaining submarine compo-
nent industrial base and miscel-
laneous hull, mechanical and 
electrical system components 
in support of SSN 784 ship con-
struction commencing in FY 09.  

General Dynamics awarded 
Virginia Class submarine 
advance procurement 
The US Navy has awarded 
General Dynamics Electric Boat 
a $270 million (Rs 1,065 crore) 
contract modification to buy 
long lead time material for the 
FY 09 Virginia-Class subma-
rine, SSN-784. Electric Boat is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of 
General Dynamics. The contract 
provides funding for, among 
other equipment, steam and 
electric plant components, the 
main propulsion unit and ship 
service turbine generator set for 
the construction of SSN-784 in 
FY 09. Work is expected to be 
completed by July 2011.  

Equipment orders for new 
Royal Navy carriers
Contracts totaling £28 million 
(Rs 217 crore) for the manufac-
ture of diesel generators and 
other important equipment for 
two new aircraft carriers, was 
announced  by Defence Minister 
Baroness Taylor announced. 
Contracts have been placed for:  
• Eight diesel engines and 
electricity generators, four for 
each ship, at a cost of about 
£18.5 million (Rs 143 crore) to 
Wartsila Defence SAS
• Detailed design of a new 
and innovative fully Integrated 
Navigation and Bridge System, 
initially worth in excess of £1 
million (Rs 7.7 crore) to Northrop 
Grumman Sperry Marine
• Flyco (Flying Control) rooms at 
a cost of about £1 million to Tex 
Special Projects
• Advanced visual landing aids, 
to guide fighters and helicop-
ters on to the deck, at a cost of 

about £7.5 million (Rs 58 crore) 
to General Instruments Ltd 

QinetiQ delivers LOKI to 
Norwegian Navy 
QinetiQ has successfully com-
pleted customer trials and 
shipped the first consignment 
of LOKI torpedo countermea-
sures to Bergen for the Royal 
Norwegian Navy, as part of a 
contract worth over 4 million 
euro (Rs 23 crore). LOKI is a 
maintenance-free, expendable 
and fully programmable torpedo 
countermeasure, designed to 
counter acoustic-homing torpe-
does. LOKI is capable of operat-
ing in two modes: Jammer Mode, 
which permits the transmission 
of high-power pseudo random 
noise; and Confuser Mode which 
counters the threat of active, 
narrow band sonar weapons.  

Naval Special Warfare Boat 
Team completes MCADS drop
Special Warfare Combatant-craft 
Crewmen (SWCC) and para-
chute riggers from Special Boat 
Team (SBT) 20, have completed 
another successful MCADS drop. 
During this MCADS drop, two 
11-meter rigid inflatable boats 
(RIB) deployed from the rear 
of Air Force C-130s at 3,500 ft, 
with four parachutes, 100-ft in 
diameter, rigged to each boat. 
Four SWCCs free-fall parachute 
after each RIB, which they then 
pilot back to the shore. SBT 20 
is one of the few units in the 
world with this maritime deploy-
ment capability.  

Boeing-led Poseidon team 
begins production of P-8A
Boeing and its Poseidon indus-
try team have started P-8A 
fuselage production at Spirit 
AeroSystems. During a ceremo-
ny, that also included US Navy 
personnel, Spirit employees 
loaded the first P-8A fuselage 
components into a holding fix-
ture on the factory floor.  

Chief of Naval Operations  
testifies before US HASC
During a two-hour session 
before the HASC the nation’s 
top Navy, Marine Corps and 
Coast Guard leaders testified 
for the first time since releasing 
their unified maritime strategy, 
“The Cooperative Maritime 
Strategy for 21st Century 
Seapower.” The new maritime 
strategy, unveiled in October 
2007 at the International 
Seapower Symposium held at 
the US Naval War College, seeks 
to use the assets of all three of 
the nation’s maritime services 
to achieve a balance of peace-
time engagement and major 
combat operation capabilities 
to include forward presence, 
deterrence, sea control, power 
projection, maritime security 
and humanitarian assistance 
and disaster response.

UK MoD privatises marine 
services
The Ministry of Defence have  
signed a £1 billion (Rs 7,728 
crore) Private Finance Initiative 
contract with Serco Denholm 
Marine Services Limited for 
the future provision of marine 
services over the next 15 years. 
The contract covers an extensive 
range of services, including:  
• provision of tugs and pilot 
boats to move the Royal Navy 
fleet in and out of  port  
• passenger and crew transfer 
to and from ships  
• loading of dry and liquid 
stores and removal of waste 
from the ships  
• protection of the environment 
in case of oil or other spillages  

Improved Oyashio submarine 
fitted with Stirling AIP 
The first of the improved 
Oyashio Class submarine for 
Japan Maritime Self Defence 
Force was launched at 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’ 
shipyard in Kobe. The leading 
submarine, Soryu, has been  
fitted with Kockums Stirling  
Air Independent Propulsion  
(AIP) system.

▸ ▸ ▸  In Brief
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